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A cry of _warning came from Jim Dart. But too late! The next instant· a lariat dropped
,
over W1ld's head and shoulders and he was jerked from the saddle. Straight
to the door or th& o!<!~in he was dragged .
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YOUN-GWIL·DWEST'S COWBOY CAMP
-OR-

TH[ TRAIL THAT LED TO A TRAP

F. .A.. Briggs,

By AN · OLD SCOUT

It was near sunset, and with the blackened soil all around
them, the 1·anchmaD. and his cowboys looked to be out of
place.
THE RUINED RANCHMAN.
"Come on, boys," Davis Brown said, as he mounted his
"Well, boys, everything's gone but them eight hundred broncho. "We've got all we,kin git that will be any good ter
an'
head of cattle. I done my best ter try an' pull through, but us. We'll go over to ther edge of ther burned district
:µi' it's a
it was no use. It was a case of fightin' agin fate, an' fate go inter camp. .;cier cattle is all right over there, didn't."
has won out. I ain't got ten dollars ter my name, an' I owe wonder! I thougiit they would stampede, but they
"Well, they was ther other side of ther gully, an' I reckon
yer all from three ter four months' pay. Ther cattle is yours,
answered
boys I Take 'em an' sell 'em. It ain't goin' ter be said th at they knowed ther fire wasn't apt ter git ter 'em,"
a good
Davis Brown was a cheat! I don't know but that it was a Sam, the man who had spoken before. "They wastobacker
they three miles from ther fire, too. I'll bet a chaw of
good thing that ther ranch buildin's got afire, 'cause if th
jest ter burn yer
hadn't I might have hung on a little longer, an' then ere that some one set ther dry grass on fire yer
know."
wouldn't have· been enough comin' from what cattle there is out, boss! There's them that would do it,
"Well, if it was done by any of my enemies I don't know
ter pay yer off. It's all over, as fur as me ever runnin' a
d I'
l h
ranch js consarned."
m
it's the best thing that cou d ave happene .
The speaker was a raw-boned man of sixty. Re was stand- but what
an' I oughter have b~en
out of ther ranchin' business now,
strlke
I'll
boys.
Let it go at that
mg near a group of cowboys, who were gazing at the smol- out of it months afore.
t· ,
1 k
d
dering ruins of a house and some outbuildings.
As far as the eye could reach to the south the level prairie ou~ ~r th er Colora O line an' try my uc at prospec m
was one black coat, for the grass being dry when the fire agm.
The t~n cowboys had their blankets and other equipstarted, it- had swept across it with relentles fury, and the
ranch-house and other buildings belonging to Davis BroWll · ments with them, so they were not so badly off.
But none of them had uy money.
had succumbed to it
Then, too, their supply of cartridges was almost run out,
A lack of water ~nd the fact that there was ao one there
at the time was t.4e cause of the destruction of the buildings. and in case they g?t In .any tro;uble with a lawless band they
, / The eight hundred cattle the ranchman spoke of had been would not be long ID firmg their last shots.
The man called Sam seemed to be certain that the fire had
saved, but that was all he had left.
mounted and
True, olle old building that stood nearly half a mile from been started by. enemies of the boss, and as heway.
rode away with the rest he began talking that
the site of the house remained standing.
"Joe Hardy done it, boys," he said. "There ain't no use of
But that was a tumble-down affair, fast going to decay, &nd
thinkin' any other way. 1t was him an' his gang what cleaned
had :not been in use for months.
now
Davis Brown certainly had been in hard luck since he us out. They've stole ·an ther cattle they could git, an'shoot
started in at ranclrlng in Southeastern Utah. He had spent they've burned up ther ranch an' everything else. I'll
come
the money he had made from a silver mine to fit out the that galoot on sight that's what I'll do! It has gotit.terThey'll
ranch, but as the months went by the out-go was greater ter a fight afore we 'git away from here, an' I know
than the income, and when a business continues to run that sneak upon us after it gits dark, an' then look out!"
The rest of the cowboys thought the same way, as they all
way there can be but one result.
But Davis Brown was an honest man, and as he addressed declared. But the ranchman only shook his head.
"We don't kn&w fur sure that it was them, boys," he obthe ten cowboys who had · stuck to him faithfully, hoping
t~at luck would turn in favor of the boss, the tears came fn served. "It ain't hardly right ter 'cuse any one of doin' a
thing like this, when we don't know it fur sartin."
..
.
"
hi~, eyes.
"If we don't know now we will afore many hours," was
I reckon
N;ver mi~d, boss, said one of the cowboys.
there 11 be, enoug!1 1money ter, co~e from ther cattle ter pay Sam's declaration.
It was a rather mournful-lookin g procession that rode
u~ all thats comin ter us, ~. give yer a. fresh, start. You'll
git along a~l right. Yei;, ain t got no wife an children ter away from the smoldering ruins toward the gully that ran
in a zig-zag fashion across the prairie.
a~ter, like some has.
d . <'h d th th
ull
· t th
d d
th
Put her there.
I like ter hear yer talk that way, Sam.mornin',
e o er
. As ey ro e own m O e g Y, an iea e
we'll
an'
to-morrer
cattle
We'll start out with the:r
sell 'em ter ther first one what wants ter buy 'em. Ther side, they paused and looked back at the blackened waste.
The only thing that showed the least sign of civilization
price don't amount ter so much; I want ter git enough ter
pay you all what's comin' ter yer. No more ranchi'n' fur was the old building that had escaped the fire.
The Jn'Ound arOUll.d this had been trampled by cattle UBtil
mel"
CHAPTER I.

lo~Jc
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There 'WU ao tfme for speculation, fen: the next mmute halt
noth.ina' was left then to wm, sad that wu why' ft had es·
a doze:a horse?Ub. rode up and halted within. the radius of
caped.
But it was atra;age, t;oo, frYr the root m118t have beea aa dry the c2.ml1ftre.
"I told yer sot• observed Sam, fn a whisper to those standas tinder, and there were holes 1n it that 1pa.rks might easily
mg near him. "It's Joe Hardy, sure enough!"
have dropped in and ignited the fiimsy old structure.
The newcomers were 8Ul'e1y a villainous-looking set.
Dave Brown shook his head sorrowfully,
Joe Hardy, u the cowboy called the leader, was an ath"There ain't mu.ch left, boYtJ." he 1aid. "I recko• ther
blamM old land aha't worth a dollar u acre. Let her co, I letic young man o:f perhal)II thil'b'.
He mircht have been called hu.daom.e if it were not for the
,
say!"
u~ _scar he had acroll8 hf, left cheek.
Then away they rode tor Gie ierd ef cattle.
Thia. with hi1 small, cl&rk, shrlaw eyes, aan him all the
The cattle were briYwmig at the rather short grass tbat
abounded there, and they were not a bit disturbed when the looks of a vfllaSL
"Good-even.in', bo'Yl9,• he sa!d coolly. "We seen a big
ranchman and his cowboys neared them.
"I reckon we'll need meat on ther way from here," ob- smoke up this way afcn.-e dark. so we thought we'd ride up an'
served Brown. "It's lueky that we've_ g-ot two six-weeks-old see what's hapJ)elted. Ther ranch an' buildin's around • it
calves. Jest catch o•e of 'em a:a' kill him, boys. If we can't went under, I see T How did it hap1>e:n., nyhow ? "
eat all ther meat up while it'• frcah we'll salt an' smoke
"None of us know that," anawend Davis Brawn, shaking
what's left. Yer might as well rdt rl,:ht at it now. Some his head. "Ther ,:rass rot aftre .aamehow, an' as none of us
veal will come In handy fur breali:tast. I'll be makin' some was near ther house at ther time everything went. If we'd
of my fancy com dodgers fur supper while you're at it. Sam, been there a little sooner, an' h;i' plenty of water, we might
you kin kindle a fire an' help me with ther supper. They have saved ther house."
know what ter do."
"Too bad, Brown. luJ.' you've been in sich hard luck, too.
Right upon the open prairie the:, halted, and a minute or I feel sorry fur Yett, If there's anything I kin do fur yer
two later the semblance of a camp was being formed there. jest let me know. I've heard isay that yer ain't got much
Two of the men went to carq some water from the little money. Want ter sell ther cattle you've got left?"
brook in the gully, which waa almost dry from the drought1
"Yes, Hardy, I do," was the quick reply.
three more rode off to catch the calf and slaughter it, and
"Well, I'll give yer ten dollars a head, as they stand. That'll
helping
and
the rest worked away, caring for the ho-rses
be better than drivin' 'em a hundred miles or so, an' runnin'
Brown with the supper.
ther risk of gittin' more."
Brown thought for a mhlute or two, and then shook his
In less than half an hour the calf was killed and dressed;
the coffee was boiling over the campfire, and the ranchman's head.
"That ain't quite enough," he said. "If yer kin make it
corn dodgers were smoking- ill the two fzying-pans he was
twelve hundred dollars fur ther lot it's a go. There's eight
utilizing for the purpOl!e.
"I 1·eckon corn dodgers an' coffee ain't ther worst grub a hundred in ther herd, you know."
"I reckon that there was jest about that many. But I've
man kin eat," Brown remarked, as he turned them over and
chuckled. "Anyhow, when yer can't git anything else they're only got eight hundred dollars ter invest, so if yer want ter
mighty fine. Ther calf's liver would 1r0 mighty good fried, let 'em go fur that say ther word, an' I'll take 'em an' pay
but it'll be too long ter wait till ther animal heat gits out ther money over."
·of it, so we'll lean it ft.tr to-morrer. It's toa,bad we couldn't
"That wouldn't be enough ter pay off ther boys, Hardy. I
have saved a buahel or BO of ther taters what was bl ther can't take it."
house. Them would have c9me iB. nice, baked, jest now."
"All right. I only thought I'd try ter help yer out."
It was only by chance that they had saved a couple of bags
The cowboy named Sam had opened his mouth to speak
of
supply
small
a
had
cowboys
of com meal. Some of the
two or three times, but each time he refrained from doing it.
bacon with them that had been left over from the supplies He gave a satisfied nod when he he;:.rd the boss decline the
the
of
last
the
in
gather
to
they had taken out on the range
offer for the cattle.
cattle, and the grease from this catne bl Vf5r'Y handy to try
"We'll drive 'em a hundred miles an' git a couple of thou.
the dodgers with.
sand fur 'em," he now said, nodding at Brown. "There ain't
when
The sun had disappeared below the western horizon
no need of sacrificin' 'e,m fur ten dollars a head."
they had finished the rather fro.gal meal, a.nd th.e:a two of the
"Who asked you for any advice, you sneaking galoot!"
the
cowboys lighted their pipes and rode out to straighten up
spoke up Joe Hardy, angrily. "What have you got ter do
heard for the night.
with ther sellin' of ther cattle? Wouldn't it be better ter let
The camp was close to the wagon trail that led to the north 'em go fur ten dollars a head than ter lose 'em afore yer got
until it cmne to the San Juan riTer, and then it followed the 'em to a market? That's what'll happen, most likely."
stream to a government post 011 the Navajo reservation.
"It might happen if you had your way about it, Joe Hardy,"
But the post waa over a hundred milea away, and it would retorted Sam, keeping wonderfully cool. "You're a putty
take three days to get there.
good hand at sich business, I reckon. Yer know how .ter
It was there that Davis Brown hoped to dispose of his cat- start prairie fir~, tool"
'
tle, so he might pay off' his men and quit the plains with a
gang,
villainous-looking
the
of
leader
the
roared
"What!"
cle11m bill of sale.
his revolver by the
The yellowish tint in the sky gradually died away, and springing from the saddle and grasping
butt. "Don't yer insinuate that I started no fire. I'll fill yer dusk came.
do!"
Then it wu- Jtot long before the rm.a.ppy bark of a coyote chock full of lead if yer I'm
lookin.1, Hardy. ,Test take yoip:while
not
won't,
''Yer
heard.
was
or you'll step off in a hurry!
It was followed by others, showing that the animals had hand off that shooter of yours,
I ain't goin' ter take nothin' from yer. I lcnow what yer are,
scented the fresh blood of the slain calf.
how yer fool with us!
But such sounds were not noticed by the cowboys, for they an' what your gang is, so look out
that's why he's been
an'
easy
mighty
been
has
boss
Ther
them.
were used to
git in any trQuble with
It had been a warm spring day, but as darkness came on robbed so much. He never wanted ter now
it's different. We
told us. But
the air grew chilly, and the fire gave out a warmth that did yer, an' we done as he Brown
more; we're partners with
any
Davis
fur
work.in'
ain't
not come amiss.
him till their cattle is sold. I've got as much to say about
There was' not much said by any of the men.
things as he has now, an' I say for you an' your gang ter
and
boss,
the
of
deal
good
a
thought
they
that
It was plain
light out! If yer don't go putty quick lead is goin' ter fly!
kept
they
had,
he
all
losing
over
bad
knowing that he felt
Do yer hear what I say?"
silent.
The cowboy had pulled his revolver, anq l.t Wa.! pointed
Those who smoked puffed away in silence.
directly at Hardy. ·
It was just about an hour after dark when the so1mds made
There was no question but that he was in deadly earnest.
by approaching hoofs came to thelr eal'S.
That the rest of the cowboys had the same views regarding
"Some one's comin', boys!" exclaimed the ranclunan. "I the matter as he did was also evident, for they all put their
don't know who it kin be that's around this part of ther coun- hands on their shooters.
try to-night."
There was a short silence, and then Hardy turned and
"Joe Hardy an' his g-ang, I'll bet!" said Sam, and he loos- mounted his horse.
ened the revolver he carried in the holster at his side. "If
"This is what we ¢.t fur tryin' ter do a friendly tur.Q,
that galoot comes around here ye kin git ready fur business.
he iuud to h.ui men. "But never milldl These gal.ex>~
boys,"
sartiJll"
l'.ni
:fir!;},
on
,i-rass
th.er
set
wha~
him
U WM
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their
specula ting at the mining camps they came across in
travels .
The sun had not been up more than an hour, and when
camp
we find the party it is only about ten miles from the
of the ruined ranchm an and his cowboys.
ed
"I reckon we'll strike a ranch putty soon," remark
couldn 't
Cheyen ne Charlie , the scout. "I though t there
when we
be a big distanc e ter go afore we come across oneover
there,
went inter camp last night. That's grazin ' land thougl1, an'
as sure as you're born! It's putty dry grass, 'em ter git
I reckon ther cattle must have ter git a hustle on
enough ter eat."
as
"You are right, Charlie ," replied Young Wild West,
and took
he pushed his broad sombre ro back on his head
not
a survey of the rolling prairie ahead of them. "If Iofam
cattle
mistak en-and I don't think I am-th ere is a herdare
being
over there. It looks very much as though they
·
driven this way, too."
"Blame d if you ain't right, Wild!" exclaim ed the scout.
r than mine,
"Your eyes must be jest a little bit sharpe
next
though I always allowed that I could see as fur as ther
one. It's a herd of cattle, sure enough ."
, as
"I can see them, Wild," spoke up charmi ng Arietta
eyes. "I can
her
shaded
and
hair
golden
her
d
brushe
II.
she
TER
. CHAP
see the men riding along with tl1em, too."
"They
"That's right, Et," said the dashin g young deadsh ot.t met
YOUNG WILD WEST TO THE FOREGROUND.
a
are coming this way all right. Well, we haven'
in the last human being since the day before yesterd ay, and I was
On the mornin g followi ng the events describ edriding
along just thinkin g of switch ing off to the south and goin~ over
chapte r, a party of eight might have been seen
in the
the Arizon a line. There was never much to be found
the trail that led to the burned ranch proper ty.
anyhow . Of course, if we go
Utah,
in
ion
ent
Champ
excitem
the
of
way
West,
Wild
Young
of
ed
The party consist
rs, Chey- up to the northe rn part of it there's always someth ing going
Deadsh ot and Prince of the Saddle ; his two partne
Anna; on there. Plenty of rascall y Danite s and railroa d robbers
wife,
's
Charlie
ne
Cheyen
Dart;
enne Charlie and Jim
and and such. Since we have partly ma.de it our busine ss to
ck
Murdo
Arietta
natned
girls
two very pretty young
and help
ts,
help clean out the bad characters of the West,
servan
e
Chines
two
Eloise Gardne r, and
come here to live, I am
have
who
people
tion,
honest
the
descrip
a
along
need
to
known
well
Young Wild West is too
of the always looking for outlaw s or bad Indians . It i11 a real
so it will suffice to say that he was a real boy hero
me, pleasu re to meet them someti mes."
handso
lion,
a
of
e
courag
Wild West, with the nerve and
ot
"Yer kin bet your life it isl" exclaim ed the scout, while
athleti c and, as his two nickna mes would imply, a deadsh
Dart gave a nod of approv al.
Jim
horse.
a
and a perfec t master of
though
with
Arietta also nodded , but .Anna and Eloise acted aapleasur
He always wore a fancy huntin g suit of bucksk in, and
e
o:t.
deal
irreat
a
wa.1
thera
t
made
though
he
ers,
hardly
should
they
his
his long chestn ut hair hangin g over
in
r
whethe
it.
ner,
about
Wester
a perfect picture of a dashin g young
stalYoung Wild West, mounte d oa his aplend.id 801'relon his
or out of the saddle.
close
eart
sweeth
his
with
party,
a
the
led
was
,
and
Spitfire
scout,
t
lion,
Cheyen ne Charlie was an ex-gov ernmen
been born right.
only
man who had lived all his life in the West, having
e
The couple made a true picture o! the rough grace
at the time the Indian s were fightin g agains t the advanc
West.
Wild
the
in
found
be
to
of civiliza tion.
'1f the
At the time of which we are writbig that l)Ortiea wild.
the Wild
wu
it
but
He was well versed in everything pertain ing toWild
Weit,
Wild
the
called
only
not
was
West land
and
West, but when he became acquai nted with Young and was a
There were not as many railroad.a aa thero are aow1
he decided that the boy knew as much as he did, ledged him the poor faciliti es for tra.vel made tu n.ecessar1ea ot life
born leader, so he gave way to him, and a.ckuow
rather costly.
workin g
as his superio r.
But money was being made by most of the meJI.
and
hero,
our
as
age
same
the
about
plenty
had
they
as
Jim Dart was a boy
long
so
and
camps,
mining
s
might at the variou
since the two became acquai nted they had been what
it made little differe nce how hi'1'h the prices were. with
it
of
be termed chums.
Young Wild West always canied comdd erable mo:aey
ne Charlie and
tb.ou,irht
~ But Young Wild West always called Cheyen
since he was evor ready to buy a claim thal
him,
jointly
were
they
for
were,
they
so
u~ Dart his partne rs, and
in.
money
was
there
mine.
gold
'-erested in more than one
While he did 11.0t always have the :mo.ey ma Ja!a perS,Oll
our hero,
Arietta Murdo ck, the charmi ng sweeth eart of and
was to be found in the party.
it
handle
horse
a
ride
could
bl the
was a true Wester n girl, who
this time there wa.s easily five thouan d dolla.ra claa.n.C4l
At
danof
afraid
not
was
and
a rifle or revolve r to perfect ion,
party, and our hero 'was ready to apc,cula,to at QJ'
ger.
the West that dorde d.
oraea
Cheyen ne Charlie 's wife and Eloise had bee:n in learned
They rode along at a good gait, for the twe pac)D-h
to
only about three years, and in that tuna they had
by the Chfna ma aomud luliMd to
led
beblg
were
that
startthe
to
used
quite
love an outdoo r life, and had become
·
l- move lively.
ling and unexpe cted things that were coJt.tinually hapJ>e]
As the minute s passed by they could dist!nJICUia t1le cattle
ing.
them.
Wing. quite plainly , and also the men drivin~
The two Chinam en were brothe rs named Hop and
take them any
not
did
it
and
men,
ten
,
d
counte
version
h
They
Engli.s
Their last name was Wah, accord ing to the
to ~
e:ao~h
close
got
they
after
a.long
time,
of
got
have
length
but that made little differen ce, as they could
o w ~ all
c
were
they
that
deeide
to
ance,
appear
their
just as well withou t it as with it.
.
anyhow
them
of
one
but
rk.
re with the
Wing was the cook and Hop the man-of -all-wofor
Swingi ng off to the right, so as not to in.ter.fe
when we
the l'Ml' o1
to
around
rode
The latter was someth ing more than this, too,
friends
our
cattle,
ching
approa
arp, a
s.
say that he was Quite an expert mai:rician, a card-sh
be- them, and then came up with the cowboyDavis
Brown &1ld h!a
lover of jokes and one who liked whisky , it will be readily
the reader might suppos e, it wa.s
As
Kingy
Flower
the
of
Son
ry
ordina
an
lieved that he was not
men.
the
dom.
The man who had bee11. shot by the bud o.t "l'ilJ&iaa
that
But he looked to be as innoce nt as u.y Chhuun a.n
had died an hour after the ahootbis, Md 6-t
before
night
.
ever crossed the Pacific
ll.!ou.
throug h that body had been buried by his com1)8
Young Wild West and his friends were ridingJlo
nothin g more of Joe Hardy a».d hit ~ .
seen
had
They
purother
for
West
the
of
part or the great wildern ess
they had atmed a tMlf
fortune thrown and under advice of the ranehm anHll
pose than a search of adventure, aad a little proapec
the Cll"1&
post to
nen.t
.rovum
the
to
triP
aa4
tia,ir
leas
or
more
bL for tae;v wore alwaya doina:

as lets a
·ill be so1Ty fur this! Joe Hardy ain't ther one
don't."
I
insult,
an
furgit
don't
I
by.
go
this
like
thing
Sam.
"Well, if yer want ter fight it out, come on!" spoke up
"I reckon you'll git a square deal."
do yer
"T'nere 's six of us, an' 'leven of your gang, W.hat
afraid,
I'm
think
don't
"But
reply.
the
was
think I am?"
h my
Sam. There ain't a bit of coward ly blood flowin' throug
veins. I'm all there, every time."
"Light out, you thievin ' coyote !"
t
The villain s turned and rode out into the darkne ss, withou
an9the r word being said.
d, and
But the next instan t a volley of revolve r shots sounde
d. Then
one of the cowboy s in the camp fell mortal ly wounde
he did
away dashed Joe Hardy and his men, he shoutin g as
so:
ter
"Them cattle is goin' ter be mine, an' they ain't goin'
cost me a cent a head, either! "
The cowboy s fired at them, but in the darkne ss the bullets
out of
went wild, and the next momen t the scound rels were
danger .

u
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"How are yer, strangers?" called out Davis Brown, as our West assured him that they all knew how to handle fire
arms, and could shoot cattle thieves, if it were necessary,
friends rode up to them and halted.
"First rate," answered Young Wild West; and then. as he, as well as they could bears or other big game, the exturned his gaze at the west and saw the burned district, ranchman looked surprised.
The cattle were got in motion and headed for the timhe added:
"What has been the trouble over this way? Looks as ber that could just be seen several miles to the eastward.
Our friends were g-lad they had struck the cowboys, and
though there was a little blaze not long ago."
"You've got that right, young feller. There was a blaze, they made up their minds to see them through.
"So there are only six of the galoots, eh?" Wild said to
an' it cleaned me out completely. All's I've got left is these
here cattle, an' I want ter turn 'em inter money as soon as Sam as they rode along.
"That's all there was of 'em last night. But there's
I kin, so I kin pay my men what I owe 'em. Then I'll
start in with a clean bill an' try ter earn an honest livin' more'n that what belongs ter Joe Hardy's gang. Ther most
of 'em is regular outlaws, too. what don't dare ter show
fur me. No more ranchin' fur me!"
Brown was one of the sort who never tired of talking, themselves in a town. I've been sartin of it fur a good
and a couple of questions from our hero brought forth his while, but ther boss always allowed that it was best ter
give Hardy ther benefit of ther doubt. Now he knows I
•
whole story.
The burning of the ranch house and buildings, and the was right, I reckon."
"Well, we won't bother to look for Hardy and his gang
visit of the villains to the cowboy camp, interested all our
unless he interferes with us. If he tries to get the cattle
friends considerably.
"So there is a gang that means to do you, eh 7" Young away from you he will be interfering with us, for we have
Wild West said, as he looked the cowboys over and came promised to see you through safely. We have met plenty
to the conclusion that they were all honest and truthful of galoots like Hardy is, I guess, and we have always
fellows. "And they fired at you as they rode away in the managed to take care of them too."
"Good! I reckon you kin do it, if any one kin."
darkness, did they? Well, I guess they ought to be looked
It was well toward noon when they reached the timber,
after, eh, boys?"
The last remark was made to Creyenne Charlie and Jim for the cattle went along pretty slow.
The cattle were allowed to halt at the edge of the woods
Dart, who promptly nodded in the affirmative.
"Joe Hardy, ther leader of ther gang, swore that he was and browse the short grass, which was pretty good right
fOin' ter have ther cattle," spoke up the cowboy called Sam. there, while our friends began to look around for a place
'It's a wonder we ain't heard from 'em afore this, fur to rest for a while.
They had found a spot that just suited for a camp when
Hardy is one of ther worst galoots I ever met. I'm goi.n'
ter drop him on sight, or he'll drop me, that's all. Ther a chorus of yells sounded, and a volley of shots rang out.
"Joe Hardy is tryin' ter stampede ther cattle!" cried one
boss wa.its us ter let it drop an' try an' git away from
'em, an' we partly agreed ter do as he wants us. But now of the cowboys excitedly as he ran up to our friends.
"Come on, boys!" said our hero coolly. "I reckon the ball
I'm goin' back on that; an' I'm going ter make it my business ter avenge ther death of our pard what was shot last has opened."
night without havin' ther least show ter look out fur himself. That's right, Boss Brown."
It was evident that the manner of Young Wild West and
his partners had caused the cowboy to make this declaraCHAPTER III.
tion.
"Well," said our hero, "I don't know whether or not you
THE CATTLE THIEVES ARE ROUTED.
have heard of us, but I am known as Young Wild West,
and these two partners of mine are Cheyenne Charlie and
Young Wild West and his two partners were right in
Jim Dart. We have never been knowu to go back on any their element now.
one when they needed help. You say that your cartridges
Cattle thieves had attacked the herd belonging to the
are down pretty low, so we will let you have some. But people they had agreed to help, and that meant that there
we'll do more than that! We'll see to it that you get this was a. fight ahead.
herd of cattle through to where you want it. I guess we
The three galloped out into the open, and saw ten or
have seen about enough of Utah, anyhow, eh, boys?"
twelve men riding around, trying to get the cattle started.
"I reckon so," answered the scout, noddinl{ his head.
The cowboys rode after them as soon as they could
"What you say goes, Wild," Jim declared.
mount, Davis Brown alone remaining with the girls.
The cowboys were looking at the dashinj!,' YO\lDZ deadshot
That the villains were a bad lot was evident, for our
in silent admiration.
friends had scarcely been seen by them when they opened
fire on them with their revolvers.
It was evident that they had heard of him.
The distance was a little too far to make the shots tell,
"So you's Young Wild West, ther Terror ter Evil-Doers,
eh?" Sam asked, after a rather lengthy pause. "Put her but it showed their disposition, and that was enough tr
there! I read about yer, a.n' I've heard about yer; but this spur the dashing young Prince of the Saddle on.
Wild rode ahead of the rest, his sorrel steed showing the
are ther fust time I've had a chance ter see yer. You're
all right, an' I know it! Hooray fur Youni' Wild West wonderful speed he possessed.
"Let those cattle alone!" shouted the boy. "Light out,
an' his pards, boys!"
The cowboys were not slow in joining in a rousing cheer. the whole lot of you, or you'll find yourself in a heap of
"See here," said our hero, when the noise had subsided, trouble!"
"you just said I was a terror to evil-doers. Where did you
A cry of defiance came from the men, and then one of
£et that idea from?"
them answered:
"Keep away, or you'll get some holes put through yer,
"I read it in a paper that's printed a Albuquerque," was
the reply.
young feller! Yer look awful dashin' an' neat, on ther back
"Well, if that's what the paper says I am, I am glad of of that stallion, but you'll drop an' turn cold if yer don't
it, though I am not looking for notoriety. But let it go at look out. Mind your own business-take my advice."
But Wild kept right on, holding his revolver at his side
th~t. You fellows can bet all you're worth that you are
gomg to get these cattle through to the trading post all and guiding his horse with the left hand.
Crack!
right. I'll see to it that you do, and I'll enjoy the fun there
The man who had advised him fired, anid the bullet went
will be in it. I guess we can take care of all the cattle
thieves that take a notion to interfere. Just strike out pretty close to the boy's head.
Wild knew pretty well that it had only been fired to
direct for your destination, and we'll go along with you.
We have plenty of supplies to last for three or four days, scare him, for he could see that the fellow was one who
knew how to handle a shooter all right.
.uid there won't be any danger of you going hungry."
'l'he catti:e thieves were now only a trifle over a couple
The cowboys broke into another cheer, and this time
of hundred feet away from the boy. The cattle had started
Davis Brown brightened up and joiued in with them.
They remained at a halt for nearly half an hour, during to move, but for some reason they had not started a stamwhich time they all got pretty well acquainted with each pede.
"Fire one more shot and I'll tumble you from your saddle!"
other.
Brown was fearful that the girls might be in danger if called out our hero in ringini' tones.
Crack!
the cattle thieves attacked them, and when Young Wild
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like it better. I am only a boy, you
The words were hardly out of his mouth when the vil- me Wild, please; Iwant
any one older than myself to 'misknow, and I don't
lain sent another shot at him.
.
Wild ducked this time, and it was well he did, for he ter' me."
"Very ,vell. then; I'll call you Wild.'' But right here I
heard the hum of the leaden missile as it passed over him.
your
"He meant me that time," he muttered. "Well, here would like to ask you a question. Is Young Wild W e.;t
name?"
real
goes!"
"Yes; it is all the name I ever remember having. I'll
Up went his revolver, and then down it came with a
tell you about it in a few words. When I was a very small
quick jerk until it was on a line with the cattle thief.
child-not more than two or three years old, at the most,
Crack!
The report rang out sharp and clear, and with a yell I was found in a clump of bushes near the smoldering ruins
of a log cabin up in the wilds of Wyoming. by some cavalrythe ride1· tumbled from his horse.
Young Wild West had not fired to kill him. He had sent men, who had got there too late to prevent the slaughter
a bullet through his right arm, below the elbow, exactly of those who had lived in the cabin. Of course, I could not
tell who I was, so the officer in charge, whose name was
where he intended it should go.
West, adopted me as his own. He promptly named me
Crangl
was quite appropriate considering
The report of a rifle rang out behind our hero, and then Young Wild West, which
It is all the name I remember having,
he saw another of the cattle thieves throw up his hands the circumstances.
and it suits me pretty well, anyhow."
and fall from the saddle.
The ex-ranchman listened with great interest.
This one had been in the act of firing at our hero, and
"The Injuns murdered your parents, then?" he said, shaksave
to
time
in
career
his
short
cut
had
who
Dart
Jim
was
it
his head sadly.
ing
Wild.
"That is the supposition."
Crack-crack I
"It was a wonder that they didn't kill you, too."
Cheyenne Charlie could no longer hold himself in, and
"Well, they didn't, and I am gfad of it. I have lived to
he fired on general principles as he afterward said.
The cowboys were now coming up close, and the thieves, send more than one of them to the Happy Hunting Grounds,
realizing that they were getting the worst of it, turned and though I can't say I ever did it in a spirit of revenge. Of
1·ode around to the other side of the herd, firing ·a few futile course, if I ever come across the identical one who murdered
my parents it would be different. But that is hardly likely
shots as they went.
But Young Wild West was determined now, aD.d dashed to happen.'l
"Well." said Brown, "now I know why your name is Young
around after them.
The cattle changed the course they had taken when the Wild West. I don't think you could possibly have a more
villains had tried to stampede them, and ran toward the suitable name, Wild. It fits you to a T. But I am som
that ther Injuns had ter kill your parents, so yer could git
woods.
Only a few of those at the outside had bee11. i11. motion ther name.''
"Well, that was sixteen or seventeen years ago, so ther.
.
anyhow.
Joe Hardy must have felt that it would be useless to is no use reviving it now. It is a subject I don't care tt
fight it out in the open, so he turned aad galloped away talk about, anyhow, though I always tell anybody hovi
I came by the name if I am asked.''
for the timber half a mile below.
Brown took the hint and dropped it.
The cowboys late of the ranch belonging to Davis Brown
"Do ye1· know one thing?" he said. "I'm sixty years old,
uttered a shout of victory, and came tearing along in the
' an' I ain't worth more'n ten dollars, outside of them cattle.
wake of Young Wild West and his partners.
But our hero did not mean to get close enough to the I ain't been much of a success in life, have I?"
"Well, I suppose you have met with considerable hard
woods to run the chance of being shot down while the cattle
luck. That might account for it."
thieves crouched behind the trees.
"Yes, I've had lots of that. But I've made fortunes ill
That was an unnecessary risk.
The villains had been whipped in the :first skirmish, any- my time."
"And lost them, eh?"
how, and that was quite satisfactory to all hands.
"Yes, I've always lost them a blamed sight quicker than
As they came to a halt within a quarter of a mile of the
I've
place where the scoundrels took refuge among the trees I made 'em. I was never much of a rum drinker, but
g-ambled a whole lot. I lost sixty thousand dollars in one
Cheyenne Charlie happened to look off to the right.
The man Wild had wounded had recovered his horse and night at faro.''
Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman, stepped up closer to them
had managed to mount.
,
when he heard this.
He was now riding off for his life.
"You play muchee dlaw pokee?" he asked, smiling blandly,
The scout was just in the humor, so he threw his rifle
"Lots of it,"' retorted the old man. "I've played it to
to his shoulder.
"Don't, Charlie!" cried Wild. "That fellow is not putting my son·ow, too. But I like ther game, fur all that, an' I'll
always take a hand when there's a chance.''
UJl a fight. , Let him go."
"How much money have you got, did you say, ~r. Brown 1"
... - The scout lowered his weapon instantlJ,
hero asked.
"All right, Wild," he answered. 'I furgot nwself, I our"Only
little more than ten dollars," was the retort,
reckon. But ther galoot ain't no good anyhow, an' yer while thea old
lpoked surprised at being asked such a
oughter have plugged him in ther right place, instead of question by theman
boy.
wingin' him. Then he wouldn't do no more damage ter no"Well, that isn't much, but if you want to keep it, don't
body."
get in any gambling game with this Chinaman. He can
"What 11.ow, Wild?" asked Jim.
the man that invented the game of draw poker.''
"We'll go back to the camp," was the reply. "I iruess the beat
that so?" and Brown looked incredulous. "Why, he's
"Is
us
let
will
they
Maybe
enough.
got
have
cattle thieves
as innercent-lookin ' as any heathen I ever . seell."
about
alone now!'
yes! He's innocent enough in his looks. But take
"Oh,
Hardy
"Joe
cowboy.
the
Sam,
up
spoke
"No, they won't!"
and don't gamble with him. I want you to tell
advice
my
He's
that.
all
as
easy
as
drop
ain't ther one ter let a thing
the same thing.''
cowboys
your
he'll
bet
kin
yer
an'
cattle,
made up his mind ter have them
made no reply to this.
Brown
try it aginl"
He kept looking at Hop, who appeared to be as meek u
"Well, I've made up my mind that he won't have them, a kitten,
and getting more so every minute.
so we'll see who wins."
busy getting the noonday meal ready.
was
Wing
Sam broke into a cheer at this.
had accepted the veal the cowboys had witll
friends
Our
the
in
faith
It was evident that he put a great deal of
was :fixing up a stew.
cook
the
and
them,
dashing young deadshot.
If the odor that came from the pot meant anything, it
They rode back, and while the cowboys were getting the
was bound to be very appetizing, too.
herd in shape our friends went to the camp.
Pretty soon Sam, the cowboy leader, came in, followed
B1·own's face wore a smile of satisfaction when they rode
by all but two of the men, who· had been left to watch for
up and dismounted.
"I reckon yer give 'em more than they wanted, Mr. West," the appearance o.f the cattle thieves.
Brown called them over, and with a twmkle 1- 1ais eyu,
he said.
"Oh, I was sure they would get more than they wante said:
"I've got somethin' ter tell yer, boya. TJlla Cld•emu
when we started after them," was the reply, "But just call
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here is a wonder with a deck of cards. Yer mustn't none
of yer gamble with him, fur if yer do you're bound ter lose
all vou've got. That's what Young Wild West jest told
me."
"I reckon he was havin' some fun with yer when he told
yer that." spoke up Sam, and he grinned brnadly.
"Me allee samee velly goodee Chi.nee," remarked Hop.
''I'll bet yer are, too!" exclaimed Sam. "But jest fur ther
fun of it I'll cut ther cards with yer fur five dollars. I've
only got a solitary five-dollar gold piece left, an' I might
as ·well be without it as with it. What do yer say, Mister
Heathen?"
"Allee light; me cuttee um cards for um five dollee."
Then the Chinaman quickly produced a pack of cards, and
began to shuffle them.
The cowboy produced the gold piece, and told the truth
when he said it was all he had.
But that made no dtlference. If he lost ho would not
squeal.
"High cuttee tnkee moMy," he aa.id.
"Sartin. It's ther quickest way ter l[it rich or poor. Here
she goes!"
He cut the cards and turned up the ace of diamonds.
The Celestial shook h1a head, as though he thought he
was going to lose, and then cut and got a ten-spot.
"Me loseer" he excla.lmed, aa he picked up the cards and
put them back 1n his pocket,
But just then he c;hanged h1a mind.
"Me wantee glttee allee same 11quare," he observed, looking at the smiling cowboy.
"All right; I'll let yer have all ther show in ther world."
"You shuffle um cards, so be,"
"I'll do that," and ho took the pack, which., by the way,
was not the same one that had been used at first.
When he had shuffled them thorouichly he laid them down.
"Me bettee five dollee me cut um jack of dla.monds," said
Hop P.S he calmly produced tha money.
"I'll JCO yer.''
The money was put up, and then the clever Chinaman
cut the cards and turned up the jack of diamonds, sure
enough.

CllAPTEB IV.
YOUNG WILD WEST'B COWBOY CAMP.

Davis B1·0WJl and t.he eo"1boya looked amazed when they
saw the card that wu turned up by Hop.
"Hanged if he don't wmt• exclaimed Sam.
"Me gittee al.lee &a.mee 11quare," replied Hop, in his bland
way. "Me velly muchee lucky sometimes."
"I'll bet yer ten dollar11 yer can't cut ther same card agin,"
spoke up Brown.
"Me takee bet. ollee samee."
"Yer will?"
"Yes, me cutteo 'lllll jack of diamonds some more, so be."
"Well, I hate tor take your money, but blamed if I won't
stick ter what I said. Here'a my last ten dollars."
Young Wild West ·and his partners stood looking on.
They knew very well that the China.man was bound to
·
fleece them, but they sa.id nothing ju.st then.
Brown picked up the cards, lltra.ightened them out, and
proceeded to ahuffie them.
When ho WM ready he laJd tum dowa.
"Go ahead," 1ald he.
Hop looked UJJ at the sky thoughtfully for a moment, and
then he cut the <;ards almost in the center of the deck. ·
He turned over the jack of diamonds again.
"Thunder!" cried the ruined ranchman. "There goes ' my
last ten dollars! Well, let her go! I reckon I'll git enough
fur ther cattle ter square up with ye.r, boys. Gamblin'
always wa11 my fRilin'. But,• he added, scratching hia head,
"I never seen aich luck in my life as that Chi.nee has got!
It's wonderful thn.t he could cut ther aame card twice in
succession. luJ.' he didn't even shuffle ther cards!"
Hop picked up the money, and then beJran shuft'ling the
cards.
He looked IU'OUllO. es thwgh he wated aom. ou else
to make a bet with him.
"I a'pose yer think you've ROt enou,:h luck ter do tt &gin?"
observed Sam.
"Yes, me bettee fivee dollee me cut um jack of diamonds
.Nm. mo;.e. so

be."

"All right! I'll go yer. Put up yer money. Here's where
I win agin."
The money was covered pl'omptly, and then when the cowboy had given the deck an extra shuffle he told the Celestial to go ahead.
Hop cut for the third time, and the jack of diamonds
came up, the same as before.
"There goes my last five dollars, boss!" exclaimed the
cowboy, looking at the old man. "It's gone ter keep company with your ten. Good-by!"
Hop was about to put the cards in his pocket when Wild
,
interfered.
"Let me see that pack of cards, Hop," he said quietly.
"I want to do a little trick."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply, and then
all hands were not a little surprised to see him take out
fifteen dollars and lay it down.
Our hero spread out the cards, face up,
They were all jacks of diamonds!
"See how easy it was for him to beat you," he said to
the surprised men. "Mr. Brown, I told you not to gamble
with him; now you know why, perhaps. 'l'ake back your
money, the pair of you. Hop did not win it square, as you
can see. He has all kinds of decks of cards, and he can do
wonderful things with them sometimes."
Hop walked off, humming a ditty of his own land.
He was so used to being compelled to give up his winnings that he did not mind it in the least.
Neither Brown nor Sam wanted to take the money, but
Wild insisted on it, and they finally did so.
The dinner was ready by this time, so all save the two
men on guard duty took their places and started in to eat.
The stew was an agreeable change to Young Wild West
and his friends, and they enjoyed it as much as the cowboys did.
After they were through eating two of the men went
out to relieve the guards, so they might eat.
As the two cowboys came in one of them called out to
Wild:
"Joe Hardy an' a couple of his men are out there. Hardy
·s got a handkerchief on a stick, which means that he wants
ter talk with yer, I reckon."
"All right," was the reply, and then our hero went and
got his horse.
He mounted and rode out alone.
He soon saw the three cattle thieves.
They were at a halt near the spot where one of their
number had gone down under the unerring aim of Jim Dart.
Wild rode out to them fearlessly.
If they had planned any treachery he was ready for it.
He did not stop his horse until he was within a few feet
of them.
"What do you want?" he asked, looking at the leader
of the gang.
"We want to take away the body of ther man what
went under an' bury it," was the reply.
"Well, why didn't you go ahead and do it? No one would
-.,_
have interfered with you."
"Well, we didn't know that."
"You are Joe Hardy, I suppose?" said Wiid coolly.
"Yes, that's who I am," came the answer.
"And you are the leader of the cattle thieves?"
"We ain't no cattle thieves. Who ever it was what told
yer that is a liar."
"Is that so? Didn't you threaten to take the cattle from
Davis Brown and his men, and didn't you try to do it not
long ago?"
"Yes, that's right. But Brown owes me a lot of money,
an' when he refused ter take ten dollars a head fur thcr
cattle I made up my mind I'd take 'em, anyhow, art' .e:it
square. That don't make us cattle thieves, though."
"Yes, it does! You are cattle thieves. If you tell me
I lie in saying it I will shoot a couple of holes through you
before you touch the ground!"
Wild's voice rang out sharply, and it was full of meaning.
The sudden aggressiveness of the young deadshot almost too·k away the breath of the three cattle thieves.
They had not thought that he would dare to act that way.
But Young Wild West was used to giving villains surprises.
He was very fond of doing it, too."
Joe Hardy "took water."
"You never seen us till a little while ago," he said, showiair that b.e wanted to ar&"Ue the question. "How do you

,,
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know that Davis Brown an' his cowboys has told yer ther
truth?"
"Oh, it doesn't matter what they have told me. I have
seen enough to convince me what you fellows are. That fellow lying over there tried hard to fire a shot to fetch me
down, didn't he?"
"vVeU, you was after us, an' meant ter drop us if yer
could?"
"Don't think that way, Joe Hardy. When I get after
any galoots that I want to drop I always drop them. Don't
make any mistake on that! The man I shot at got the bullet just where I wanted it to go. I shot him in the arm
to keep him from shooting me any place he could. He
was after my life, but I didn't want his; I only wanted to
fix him so he would not be dangerous. But I tell you plainly
that unless you take your gang and go away from hereand keep away-I will get after you hard. And I'll shoot
to kill, too. Maybe you don't know who I am, so I'll tell
you. I am Young Wild West, and I am always ready to
defend the title of the Champion Deadshot of the West!"
Joe Hardy looked at his two companions, who shrugged
their shoulders uneasily.
"I have heard of Young Wild West," replied the villain coolly. "I didn't think he was nothin' but a boy, though.
I thought he must be over twenty-one, anyhow. I won't say
it, but it might be sich a thing that you're makin' out that
you're Young Wild West, when yer ain't."
"Well, there might be such a thing as that, but there is
not. I am Young Wild West all right. If you don't believe
it I'll just show you a couple of shots I can make. Sit
perfectly still now! If you move your head a fraction of an
inch you are liable to have your J:>eauty spoiled. That
mustache of yours is a little too long to suit me, so I am
going to trim the ends. Steady now!"
The dashing young deadshot had his hands on the butte
of his revolvers now, and the next instant the pair of them
were out of the holsters and on a line with the villain's
face.
Hardy was exactly faced to him, and the end of his heavy
mustache turned up and stuck out on either side an inch
or more.
Crack! Crack!
First one and then the other of Young Wild West's revolvers spoke, and the ends of the man's mustache were
clipped off almost as neatly as a barber would have done it.
The leader of the cattle thieves had turned pale as a
ghost, but he had not moved perceptibly.
His two companions sat like statues in the saddle, neither
of them making a move to draw a shooter.
If they had done so it would have probably been the
last move they ever made of their own account.
"Now, then," said our hero, smiling calmly at Hardy, "if
you think you need a hair cut I'll do it for you. I am pretty
good at this sort of business, you know."
"Don't shoot no more!" came the reply. "It ain't healthy
ter have hot lead fl.yin' around so close ter a feller's head.
Ycu kin do it, I know; I'm satisfied on that. Jest quit it,
won't yer?"
"All right, then; I will. Now, are you going to let the
cattle alone?"
"I ain't goin' ter bother you, Young Wild West."
"That isn't the question I asked. Are you going to let
the cattle alone?"
"I've got a claim on them cattle."
"Oh! Never mind saying anything more. You don't mean
to let them alone; I know that. I'll just tell you, then, that
I have agreed to help Brown get them where he wants to
take them, and when I make an agreement I always keep
it. You fellows can take your dead partner and light out!
The interview is at an end.»
Then the dashing boy with the long chestnut hair let his
horse start off at a walk.
But he rode off at any angle, so he could keep his eyes
011 the villains.
No one knew better than h1! how anxioWI they were to
get a shot at him.
But so long as he was watching them they would not
try it, for they knew if they missed their lives would pay
the forfeit.
But they did not attempt anything of the kind, or even
act as though they wanted to. They promptly dismounted
and got the dead body on one of the horses.
Wild kept his horse at a walk until he saw them ride
d. toward the lower part of the timber strip.

Then he rode back to the camp as calmly as though nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, as he rode up and
dismounted. "I could hardly keep from comin' out there,
Wild. When yer fired them two shots I thought yer meant
business."
"So I did mean business, Charlie," Wal!! the reply. "But
I was only trimming Joe Hardy's mustache for him. There
was no occasion to do anytht.,r else just then. The galoots
were pretty tame."
"They wanted ter take ther dead maa away, I 111PPOSe?"
spoke up Brown.
"Yes, they wanted to do that, but they wanted to talk a
little too. Hardy says you owe him some money, and that
he is going to take your cattle to secure the account."
"I never owed the man a dollar in my life!" declared the
ex-ranchman, shaking his head 'Yigorously to emphaaize what
he said. "He knows better than that."
"I didn't believe he told the truth, and I told hhn l!IO. But
there is just this much about it. He means to get the
cattle, and he means to have revenge for the death of his
man. There is only one thing :for us to do, and that is to
make our headquarters right here until the thing is settled.
I won't take more than a day or two to make the galoots
understand that they have lost the fight, I JrUe!le."
"Hooray! Hoomyl" crled Sam, the cowboy, wa-ving his
wide-brimmed hat. "We're g-oin' ter stay right here an'
fight it out with ther cattle thieves, boys! This is Young
Wild West's Cowboy Camp. Hooray :for Youn&" Wild West
and his pardsl"
The cowboys were ready, and they made the welkin ring
with their cheers.
"So this ls my 9owboy camp, eh?" said our hero, with
a laugh, after the cheering had subsided. "All right. If
you want to call it that I don't object. This will be our
headquarters until we have settled with the cattle thieves.
There is no use in going on until that is done, for they
would be annoying us all the way, beyond a.· doubt. I don't
want to have any more of them shot, but I am determined
to make them understand that they have got to quit. Stick
to me, boye, and we'll ,ret the cattle to the trading post.
And if you can't sell them there I'll buy them myself on
speculation."
This was the si11:J1al for more cheering, and the cowboys
were so pleased that they did a sort of dance at the edge
of the woods.
But they were to have lots of excitement before Young
Wild West's Cowboy Camp was vacated by them.

CHAPTER V.
THE CATTLE THIEVES AND DR. PHILANDER STALK.

It will be in order to find out just what the cattle thieves
were up to.
The fact was that they were a lawless gang of cowboys
and renegades, the most of whom not daring to sltow up
at a mining camp, eettlement or.,.town, for fear of betng
shot or arrested for the crimes they had committf'd.
There were fourteen of them all told, and Joe Hardy,
who had been trying to make it appear that he was honest,
had been chosen as their leader.
Hardy was a pretty keen sort of a villain, and being possessed of a glib tongue and plenty of nerve, he had easily
become the leader.
The most part of Davis Brown's "hard luck" since he had
started the ranch in that wild sectio was. due to Hardy
and his men.
They bad stolen his cattle by the wholesale, and had
harassed him until he became heartily sick of the business.
But he had never accused Hardy, !or he had met and
talked with him several times, and being one of the kind
who are easily led, he could not believe the man guilty of
what his cowboys said they were.
The scoundrels knew that it was about time the ranchman quit, so they had fired the dried grass on purpo~e to
drive him, out, thinking that he would leave his remainin)t
cattle behind him.
But this part of it had not worked, and now they :found
themselves up against Young Wild West, the toughest wopositioa they hap. ever confronted.
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The kiliing of one of their men, and the wounding of another, had 'set the cattle thieves very much against our
friends and the cowboys, as might be supposed, and nothing
short of the lives of those who did it would satisfy them.
But the meeting of Hardy and two of his men with Young
Wild West, alone on the prairie, had not resulted in any·
thing that was in their favor.
They now knew exactly whom they had to contend with,
and they knew that they would have to be up and doing if
they expected to get the cattle and obtain their revenge.
When Hardy and his two men rode to the camp with the
body of the slain man the rest of the gang looked at them
expectantly.
They had heard the two shots that Young Wild West had
.fired, but they were too far away to note what it was done
for.
"How did yer make out, Joe?" one of them asked as the
·
leader got off' his horse.
"Say, boys, do yer know who is runnin' ther thing fur
Brown now?" queried the villain, without answering the
question. "It's ther boy they call Young Wild West. Look
at my mustache, an' yer kin tell how straight he ki"ti shoot.
He jest clipped off' ther end as slick as though a pair of
shears had done it. We've got a hard fight ahead of us, but
we mustn't think of gi_vin' up. Them cattle has got ter be
ours, an' Young Wild West an' ther cowboys has got ter
go under. That's jest as sure as ther sun rises an' sets!"
The villains were astonished to hear all this.
They knew now that their leader had not made out very
well.
All hands began asking questions at once, and for the
next ten minutes Hardy and the two who had been with him
were busy telling all about the meeting with the boy who
had undertaken the task of getting the cattle to a place
where Davis Brown might be able to turn them into money.
"Well," said the man Wild had wounded, "there's twelve
of 'em, an' there's thirteen of us. I reckon we oughte1· be
able ter do 'em up, boys. I can't do a whole lot, but I kin do
some. My arm will be all right in a couple of weeks. It's
onl7n a fiesh wound."
'That's sol There is jest thirteen of us. Max is gone
under, an' he made the fourteenth man," observed Hardy,
shrugging his shoulders.
"Two or three of them gave a start.
"That's a mighty unlucky number, Joe," said one.
"Pshaw!" spoke up another. "There's thirteen of us now,
an' this boy galoot they call Young Wild West has told us
ter let them cattle alone, there bein' thirteen of us when
he says so. Now, if we don't do as he says we'll have ther
very worst kind of luck, see if we don't!"
"Shet up talkin' like that, Pete," spoke up the leader.
"Don't go ter gittin' foolish. If we're ter have any hard
luck ther startin' of it was when Barney got shot in ther
arm. Don't go ter gittin' any sich nonsense in your head,
d'ye hear?"
Pete shook his head sadly.
He was a very superstitious man, and .iust ignorant enough
to be what might be termed "pig-headed" about it.
He thought a moment, and then, stepping over to Hardy
he whispered in his ear, hoarsely, and loud enough for them
all to hear:
"It's Friday, too, Joe! What do yer think of thet?"
"Shet up, you fQol galoot! We didn't start this here Job
to-day, did we? Yisterday was Thursday, an' that's when we
started ter finish up ther business fur Davis Brown. Don't
talk any more about Friday or--"
"But it's ther thirteenth of ther month, too, Joe!"
·
"Shet up, I tell yer!"
Hardy became so exasperated that he struck the man on
the breast and sent hini staggering.
What might have happened then is hard to tell, but one
of the gang suddenly called out:
"Here comes a strange galoot, boys!"
Pete, the superstitious man, hastened to the edge of the
woods to have a look, along with the rest, swallowing his
wrath much quicker than he would have otherwise done.
It was a "strange galoot" that was coming, sure enough.
A middle-aged man, short and stout, smooth shaven, and
wearing a faded suit of blue and a high hat, was slowly
riding toward the camp of the cattle thieves, mounted on
a tired, bony mustang.
The camp was about two miles to the south of Young
Wild West's camp, and as the man was approaching from

the south he could not possibly been seen by any of our
friends.
The cattle thieves had made a sort of headquarters of
the place for several weeks, and it was from there . they
had ventured over to Brown's ranch to steal his cattle and
annoy him.
"That galoot will make ther fourteenth man, providin'
he wants ter jine our gang," said one of the villains, looking at Pete.
''I hope he does want ter .iine, then," was the reply.
The stranger came right on, unconscious of the fact
that there was a band of villains waiting for him, ready to
plunder him and kill him, if they thought it necessary, or
to take him as one of them.
It all depended upon the sort of a man he was.
Not until he was directly opposite the place where the
camp was located did Joe Hardy hail him.
"Hello, stranger!" he shouted. "Where are yer goin' ?"
"Hello! By jinks ! I didn't think there was any one
around," came the reply, as the man reined in his steed.
"Well, we're around here, all right. Vie live here, too."
"Is that so? Have yer got any sickness among yer? I'm
a doctor, yer know. Philander Stalk. M. D., of Kalamazoo."
"So you're a doctor, are yer?" Hardy asked.
"Yes, an' a mighty good one, too, if I do say i~ myself."
"Well, we've got a man here what got hurt a little over an
hour or so ago. Maybe you kin help him a little."
"I'll be mighty glad to try."
The doctor dismounted and led his horse in to the camp
of the cattle thieves.
He saw the man that was wounded the first thing, and
leaving his horse standing he hastened to him.
"Let me see what's the matte1· wi'~h you, my friend,"
he said. "I guess I can do something for you."
Barney, as he was called, allowed him to untie the bandage he had about the wound, while the rest looked on, not
a little interested.
"Ah! You have been shot, eh?"
"That's right. I was shot by some cattle thieves not long
'
ago," was the reply.
"Cattle thieves, eh? Well, I don't know as I'm afraid of
any cattle thieves. They wouldn't bother a wacticing physician, I guess. But let me have a look at the wound."
He made a careful examination of it, and nodded in a
satisfied way.
"I guess I can fix it so you'll. be all right in a week or
two," he remarked. "I see you have washed the wound pretty
well. I'll put some of my wonderful healing salve on it, and
you'll feel the difference right away."
He was as good as his word, and ten minutes later he
had the wound bound up in a masterly way, while Barney
declared that it felt a great deal more comfortable.
' "Now you can keep ther box of salve and use some of it
every other day until the wound is healed," said the doctor,
rubbing his hands in a business-like way. "Five dollars,
please."
"Five dollars!" echoed the wounded man.
"Yes, that's right."
"What fur?" spoke up Hardy, looking sour at the man.
"For my professional services," was the rejoinder. "That's
my regular price, sir."
·.. well, I reckon yer don't git no five dollars here, my
friend. We ain't in ther habit of payin' fur what we git,
not when we kin help it."
"Oh, I see. That is different, then. If that is the kind
of men you are I shan't charge anything but the price of
the box of salve, which is one dollar."
"I reckon it's worth that, ther way it makes my arm
feel," ·said Barney. "I'll pay yer fur ther salve."
He produced the money and handed it over.
"Thank you!" exclaimed the doctor, as he pocketed the
bill. "I am very much obliged, I am sure."
Then he turned and looked from one to another of the
men with a critical eye.
"You all look pretty healthy except one," he remark~d.
as he nodded at Pete, the superstitious man. "You, sir,
seem to be suffering from a mental disease. I can cure you
for five dollars."
"How kin yer tell that there's anything ther matter with
me?" asked Pete, turning slightly pale.
"Don't you dream when you sleep ? " queried the doctor,
looking at him sharply.
"Yes," ca.me the admission.
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"Me showee how stlaight me shootee, Misler Charlie," and
Hop pulled the big, old-fashioned cavalry pistol he always
had about him from his pocket.
The sun was just going down, and turning toward it, he
leveled the weapon at it,
"Me shootee um sun," he said, with a bland smile. "Evelybody watchee and see um pieces fly!"
All eyes turned upon him, o'f course.
Our friends knew he was up to some sort of nonsense, and
the cowboys did not know what to expect.
Fully ten seconds the clever Celestial aimed at the su.,
thus prolonging the agony, if it might be called such.
Then he pulled the trigger.
There was a very little report, and then something burst
a short distance away, and a myrial of yellow sparks filled
·
the air.
The cowboys looked amazed.
"Me hittee allee light," said Hop, smiling. and bowing
right and left. "Me knockee lillee pieces out of um old sun,
so be."
"What in thunder was it, anyhow?" asked Davis Brown,
turning to our hero.
"Oh, he has simply worked a little trick by the aid of
some chemicals," was the reply.
"Chemicals, eh?" Them's somethin' I don't know much
about. But say, it did look as though he Jm.ocked spots out
of ther sun, didn't it?"
"The spots he knocked out were quite a few million miles
from the sun, though, I think."
"Oh, I know . he didn't hit ther sun. But it was a putty
good trick, fur all that."
"Me makee better shot, allee samee," observed Hop, stepping up. "You watcheel Me makee my blother thlow up
my hat; len me shootee um hat allee samee putty quickee."
Wing grinned when he heard this, and as his brother threw
his hat on the ground near him, he turned and stooped to
pick it up.
With remarkable quickness Hop pointed the pistol at
Wing's back and pulled the trigger .
. ?"
ID.
Bang!
"We're cattle thieves."
It was a much louder report this time, and aa it raDK oµt
"You can't make much money at that business, can you?"
the cook leaped about two feet from the ground.
"Oh, we manage ter lay up a penny now an' then."
· "Whattee mattee ?" he yelled.
The doctor laughed.
"Me makee lillee mistakee and shootee my }>!other!" ex"I guess I'll stay with you a while," he said. "I'm a
"Look at um blood comee out!"
man that is wanted badly in Denver, and I'm ready for any- claimed the clever magician.stain
could be seen on the back
Sure enough, a crimson
thing. I'll join your ranks and stay with you a month or
two, and I don't want a cent of what you make. All I want of Wing,
Even Young Wild 'West was deceived for a minute.
is your protection, in case anyone comes after me."
It looked as though an ugly hole had been torn through
"Good enough!" exclaimed Hardy. "Pete, I reckon there
flesh by a bullet.
his
now."
gang
this
about
thirteen
no
ain't
But when he ran over and found that the red stuff was
"Well I'm glad of it, even if we have took in a galoot what
knew that it
thinks he's awful funny," was the superstitious man's reply. simply on the outside of Wing's clothing he
trick.
was
another
Stalk
was
Philander
Dr.
that
but
question
no
There was
The Chinaman had loaded a chamber of the revolve1· with
as much of a villain as any of them, and they soon got on
and had put in some reddish-color ed paste in lieu
powder
·
him.
with
the best of terms
of a bullet.
Wing had felt a sort of a sting, no dou,bt, but that was all.
When the rest found out that it was only a joke Hop
had played on his brother there was a general laul{h.
CHAPTER VL
"He sartinly kin shoot putty straight," remarked Sam,
turning to Cheyenne Charlie. "You said he couldn't bit
A FIENDISH PLOT.
ther broad side of a barn, an' yet he's hit ther sun an' shot
what kin do that!"
Nothing was seen nor heard of the cattle thieves that ther cook! It ain't everybody
"I reckon not," replied the scout. "But that heathen raafternoon and when supper-time arrived Young Wild West
he kin do somethin' that's funny.
gave his opinion that there would be something on the carpet loot is always thinkin' howbeen
a whole month studyin' that
Ther chuces ia that he's
before morning.
"If there is not," he went on to say, "it is likely that thing out.H
Wing was angered at the way his brother had used him,
they have given it up as a bad job. But I don't think that
Wild was there it is likely he
way. That fellow Joe Hardy is not one of the sort to give up and if it had not been that
with him.
as easily as all that, though. He'll stick, and he'll go his would have tried to get square
But as it was he simply went on attending to what he
whole length, too. If I had not thought that way I would
have advised going ahead with the cattle right after the had to do.
The supper had been about ready when Hbp showed
skirmish this morning."
they now partook of it.
"Yer kin bet all you're worth they'll make a try ter git how well he could shoot, so
Wild and Charlie went out to relieve the men on watclt
ther cattle to-night!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
meal, for they wanted to take I
· "Be allee samee plenty shootee, len," spoke up .Hop, smil- after they had finished theout
where the cattle thieves were
good look around and find
ing at the cowboys.
"Which are somethin' you ain't very fond of, I reckon," if they could.
As they ha.d seen no rifles when the · gang had faceci
auwered Sam. "You ki• handle ther cards better tho yer
that morning, they felt that they could go pretty close
them
auess."
I
a,m,
kin a
running the chances of being shot from the woods,
without
Chinathe
stlaight,"
much.ee
velly
same
"Me shootee allee
down that way, keeping about a hundred yards
rode
they
so
man hastened to say.
of the trees.
edge
the
from
the
remarked
ban,"
a
of
side
"Couldn,'t hit ther broad
'fiuGr knew it was more than likely that the villaiu would

"And sometim es you wake up with a start, don't you?"
"Yes."
"And you feel pretty well tired out after riding a horse
all day, don't you?"
The man admitted that he did.
"Sometimes you get it in your head that something is
going to happen, don't you?"
"I sartinly do."
"I knew it! You are suffering from hypo on the' brain.
If you don't get cured inside of twenty hours you will be
apt to die any time."
The cattle thieves standing around grinned·, and looked
at each other.
But the superstitious man took it all in earnest.
"He's got what they calls superstition, too, doc," spoke
up Barney.
"Oh, I know that," was the quick reply. "I can see it
sticking out of his eyes. You don't like to begin a job on
Friday, do you, my friend?"
"I wouldn't, not if I knowed it," answered the fellow.
"And you would not walk under a ladder for anything?"
"Nope."
"You never sit down to eat with thirteen at a table, either,
I suppose?"
"I reckon not."
"Bad case, bad case. But I can cure you."
"I don't want to ·be cured," snapped Pete, for he now
saw that his companions were laughing at him.
"Very well, I won't cure you, then. Got any chewin'
tobacker?"
Pete handed him his plug, and the doctor bit off a generous chew.
"I guess I'll go now," he said. "Are there any more camps
like this around ? "
"See here, doc!" spoke up Joe Hardy. "I reckon you're one
of ther cute kind. Do yer want ter jine our crowd an'
make some money?"
"Make some money? Certainly. What business are you

acout. with a ch.uclde.
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have a fire going, and when they rounded a projecting part
of the timber streak they saw the smoke that cam~ from one.
It was a little further off than they expected 1t, but that
made no difference.
It would only take . them three or four minutes to ride
there if they chose to hurry.
"We'll ride on down and try and get a look at the camp,"
said our hero. "If they take a notion to come out . and
show fight I guess we can drive them back with our rifles.
This is a regular war now, and it will never do for us to
leave without b1•eaking up the gang."
"I reckon not" answered Charlie. "We'd make 'em think
we was afraid ~f 'em if we was ter go on. We ain't goin'
ter leave until they've llOt their medicine!"
They rode :along leisurely, and when they were opposite
to the place where the smoke was com.ina- from they slowed
dowu to a walk.
Just then a quaint.-lookiDg figure emerged from the woods
and beckoned to them.
It was no other tha;a the man who called himself Philander
Stalk, 1'11. D.
'
He looked so much out of place in that wild section that
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh.
"Hello!" called out the doctor in a shrill voice. "Come
over here and talk. to me, will you? I'm in hard luck, an'
I want to talk to somebody. I was robbed by a lot of horsemen this 11.oon, an' I've been ridin' a.lo:ng ever since, hopin'
to meet some o:ae w.b.o would help me catch 'em an' punish
'em."
"Is that so 1• answered Wild, who became suspicious of
the man right away. "Come out here, then. There may ~e
some one waiting behind the trees near you to pop us over if
we come there."
The doctor looked behind him snd made out that h4 was
much alarmed.
"I ain't seen no Qne there," he said, as he hastened toward them. "I pitched my camp there a little while ago, an'
ther only livin' thin&: that's there now is my horse."
Wild and Charlie were at a halt now, and they waited
for the man to come out to them.
In his blue riff and high hat he m.ado a comical appear-ance, more especi;i.lly u he was short aJ1.d 1tout., an.d wabbled
when he walked.
"I'm a physician," ho said, a.1 he came to a stop before
them, and wiped his forehead with a big red handkerchief.
"I'm travelin' around look.in' fur patients, but I guess I've
got in ther wrong place. Ii either of you ain't feelin' very
well I've got medicine that will fetch you around iD a jiffy.
I am Philander Stalk, M. D.,
Kalamazoo.•
"You are, eh 1" said Wild.
Well, just tell WI how you
came to be robbed, will you?"
'"Do you think you could catch ther · robbers an.' git DiY
money back for mo 1"
"I don't know about that. How many of them were there?"
"Just thirteen. I had plenty of time to count 'em, u' I
did."
"They were a pretty rough-looking setl. the». 1•
"Yes, you bet thoy wa,i.l They took R.ll ther money I had
which wasn't much; a».' after I had fixed up one of 'em what
was wounded in ther arm. That was ther thanks I got."
Our hero began to thillk that perhaps the maD. mi&:ht be
telling tho truth.
He spoke in a ati·aischtforward, earnest way, and seemed to
be really dad to meet them.
"How far from hei-e waa it tilat you were robbed T" he
asked.
"It must be all of fifteen milea," a.nd the doctor pointed
off to the south.
"It was Joe Hardy an' his gana- what fixed him, of course,"
remarked the scout, turninR' to our hero.
"CertaiDly," was the re-ply.
,
"Do you live around here?• queried the doctor, agam wiping his face with tbe red handkerchief.
"We are camped down here a short distance away," replied
our hero.
"There ain't no hoWles around here then?"
"No. But there was one a few miles from here yesterday. The a-a~ you met burned it. They are a bad lot."
"Oh, you do11't have to tell me that tlley're a bad lot. I
know that well enoui?h."
"Well you can stop all niirht with us if you like. Get
your horse and come on. There is no need al you staying
here alone, when you C?.D. have plenty of company,"

ot

"Thank you! I'll be only too glad ter go with you. Wait
I get my horse, will you?"
Yes. We'll wait."
The villainous doctor hurried back to the woods, while
our two friends rode on ,a little further.
But they could not see into the ,place where the smoke
was coming from, so could not tell whether the man had.
been telling the truth or not.
"Charlie," said our hero, "it strikes me that the cattle
thieves are in that camp, and that the doctor, as he calls
himself, was sent out by· them to try and lure us into an
ambush."
.
"If that's ther case ther galoot won't come back, Wild."
"No, that's so."
Just then they saw the smoke go down, which told that
the fire was being e.xtingU.ished.
Then five minutes later out came the fat man, mounted
on his broncho.
He rbde out to them and seemed pleased to find that
they were waiting for him.
"I thought i had better put the fire out, so it wouldn't
have a chance to set . ther woods on fire," he remarlced. I'm
mighty gfad to git among friends again, I can tell you!"
Our hero decided then that the man had been telling the
truth.
As they rode back to the camp with him Wild asked several
questions, and all were answered promptly and satisfactorily.
'£here was one thing about it, and that was that Dr.
Philander Stalk was a pretty good actor.
The cattle thieves were right in the camp, and it was
his idea to come out and make friends with the two when
they appeared on the prairie, for the purpose of. helping the
villains accomplish their foul purpose.
He had planned to drug the inmates of Young Wild West's
camp, and then the cattle could be easily driven oil', after
which the cattle thieve'S,. would raid the camp and shoot down
the dashing young deadshot and the rest without mercy.
It was ce1tainly a diabolical scheme, but Dr. Philander
Stalk was quite the man -to figure out such schemes.
As he rode along with Young Wild West and Cheyenne
Charlie he felt certain that things were working right in
the proper channel.
He was satisfied that they were not the least suspicious
of him being anything than what he claimed to be, and that
meant that he would have plain sailing to do his work.
He hatched up. a hard-luck story, and kept talking all the
way to the camp.
What he said was quite plausible, but still our hero could
not help thinking that there was something wrong about
him.
And when Young Wild West thought anything like that
he always kept a pl'etty sharp watch.
The doctor was much surprised when he found that there
were females at the camp, •for the cattle thieves had not
told him that there were.
But they could not very well tell him, since they. did
not know it themselves.
Wild introduced the man, and told how they had cam~
across him.
.
Then the doctor related his story over again, and everybody save one believed him.
That one was Arietta.
The girl was a very keen observer, and she set the man
down as an impostor.
But the villainous doctor thought sure1y that he had won
his way into the confidence of them all.

til!,

CHAPTER VII.
WILD IS CAPTURED.

One of Young Wild West's Chinamen was probably more
interested in the doctor than any one else.
It was Hop, of course.
He sized the fat man up as being one who was not afraid
to risk a little money in a gambling game now and then.
And he also judged by the redness of his nose that' he
liked whisky.
Hop waited until his turn came to get in conversation
with the newcomer.
He had to wait until da1·k, as the doctor was a very &:ood
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talker\ and he eutertalaed h1a queatioaors azu:l bearen witb.
a hara luck tale that wu both humoroua and pitituL
And tbe el.Im.ax of ti had been when he wu held up ad
robbed by Joe Hardy and his b8lld of cattle thlevea.
l<.,inally the conversation lagged .and then Ho:r, tQok his
chance.
He came over and took a seat ht fro:ni of the doetor, who
was puffing away at his pipe and taking things rath.er easy.
"You allee samee velly smartee Melican man," the Chinaman began, bowing and smiling at the object of his pick.
"Well, I guess I am putty smart," was the reply. "I had
a putty good education once, but after I learned ther doctor
business I sorter dropped it. You seem ter be a sort of
putty smart Chinama]l."
The doctor was not a little pleased at being flattered by
the Celestial, and he returned the compliment in great
shape.
"Lat allee sa.mee light," said Hop. "Me got-tee uncle in
China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle."
"You look like a very smart galoot," and · th.e doctor
smiled.
"Me likee showee how smartee me be, allee eamee.•
"Well, go ahead and show Il).e."
Hop had four more charges remain.Ing in that big cavalry
pistol of his, and as he had selected the ehort and stout
man for a subject, he decided to show him something.
But there was something that he wanted very much before
he did.
He felt like having a drink of tanglefoot, and, knowing
that travelers sometimes carried it with them, he thought
perhaps the doctor might have some.
"Me gottee velly nicee six-shootee," he said blandly, as
he showed his gun.
"Yes; that looks like one that I had when I was a boy.
Let me look at ther date on it. Yes. Patented 1851. That's
a dandy shooter! Is it loaded?"
"Yes, velly muchee loadee."
"What do yer do with that shooter?"
"Me shoot um bears, led.skins and cattle thieve,;, allee
samee Young Wild West."
"Oh, you do, eh?" and the scheming scoundrel laughed.
Wild saw and heard all that was taking place, and he
decided to let the clever Chinaman go ahead.
He might find out something by doing it that he had
not yet learned, he thought.
Suddenly a queer expression came over Hop's face, and
then he bent over as though in agony.
"Me gottee velly muchee pain!" he gasped. "Me mustee
have a li!Iee dliQ.k of tanglefoot."
''I'll fix you!" exclaimed the doctor, and he brought out
a bottle that was labeled liniment. "Take a drink of this.
Only a swallow, now, because it is mighty dear stuff."
He removed the cork and Hop grabbed the b-Ottle and
·
placed it to his nose.
It was whis1{y, all right, so he promptly put it to his
mouth and let the entire contents run down his throat.
"Great Scott!" cried the doctor; "he's drunk all my linim0,nt."
·" I reckon there wasn't much liniment about it," spoke
up Cheyenne Charlie. "Hop knows what whisky i:; all right."
"Well, I'll admit it was whisky. I always carry some in
a bottle like that. It keep folks f;rom stealin' it, you know.
I didn't think ther heathen was goin' to drink it all, though.
That's the last I've got."
"Well, there wasn't more'n two good drinks in ther bottle.
See how much good it has done ther pig-tailed galoot, will
,
yer?"
Hop had recovered instantly and hli, face was now
wreathed in smiles.
"Lat velly goodee tar;Lglefoot," he declared. "Now me
showee how me shootee."
The self-styled ,Physician looked at the empty bottle ruefully.
"You might have left a few drol)s,'' he said. "I always
like an eye-ope11er in ther mornin'."
Finding that he was not likely to be interfered with by
Wild, the Celestial grew a trifle reckless.
He quietly dropped a handful of grayish powder on the
g-round, and then, l€aning over, he took the high hat fro;m the
impostor's head.
"Here, what are you doin' ?" came the cry.
"Me showee nicee lil!ee tlick,'' was the reply. ''You settee
allee samee velly atill."

11

Thg the hat was placed upon the powder; just some of
lt could be .... o• tu outude.
But ao ou uw it but Hop,
"Evelybody watchee um hat.• he nfd.
Thea he pointed hle pistol at the g,:ound near the edge
of the hat and pulled the trigger.
Bang!
At the same instant a blue ftame played &round the hat.
and then with a puff it went up in the air like a 1-ocket, a
trail of blue flame following it.
The hat got caught in the thick limbs overhead nd remained there·, about twenty feet from the ground.
A roar of laughter went UlJ from the cowboys.
J'hey did not try to hold it in, but let go their feelings
spontaneously.
"What are you trying to do, you heathn 1• demanded the
doctor angrily. "Now I am without a hat."'
"Lat allee samee vell,:r, l!ltlange,'' said Hop, shwciiur his head
Me no undelstand."
and looking puzzled.
"You don't understand, eh? Well, if ye doa't git that
hat, I'll make you understand!"
"Me fetchee down allee samee putty quickee."
Hop stepped directly beneath the hat and pointed h11
revolver upward.
Bang!
Whether it had been done intentially or JlOt, the hat
came down, and as it hit the ground Hop directed his weapon
at it and 1].red again.
It was green fire this time, and it wu ffllCh eloae range
that the hat took fire.
Cheyenne Charlie grabbed a pail that was nearly fu.U of
water and throw the contents upon it.
"I reckon she's all right now, Doc," he said with a grin.
"An' I reckon she ain't!" was the retort. "Now I've got
ter travel bareheaded, I s'pose."
"Well, you've got plenty of hair ter keep your head
wann," and the scout took hold of the bushy locb worn by
the man.
Much to his surprise, the hair moved sHgJ1tly.
With a chuckle, Charlie gave a smarL pull and off came
a wig, showing a closely-cropped head.
"So you are traveling about the country In dtsgo.ise, eh,
doctor?" observed Young Wild West,. a smile on his face.
"I thought you were not just what you made out to be.
Now tell me who and what you a r e, or I'll let a streak of
daylight through your carcass!"
Philander Stalk, M. D., turned all colors in the light from
the brightly-burning campfire.
"Why, what-er-do you mean, Young Wild West?" he
gasped.
"Just what I said," was the cool retort. "Hurry up
about it now!"
"I am just what I said I was. I bought ther wlg to make
me look more professional-like. My hair was thin all' I had
it cut short, so it would f(l'OW thicker. You kin shoot me if
you like, but I can't tell you no diff'erent."
"You can't, eh? Well, you just s it down. there, and I'll
soon find out whether you have been lying or not. Jim,
just bring Spitfire, will you?"
The docto1· sat down, as he was ordered, a.nd his face
grew very pale.
"I don't know what this means," he deefared. "I am sorry
I . joined your party. I thought I had struck good people
when I came upon you folks."
"Well, take it easy. If you are all right you have nothing to worry about. There is no use in trying to make you
say anything different; I know that very well. But I'll soon
find out from some one else, maybe."
,Jim soon brought our hero's horse.
"I'll be back in a few minutes," said Wild as he mounted.
"I am going out to have a look around for the cattle thieves."
Charlie knew quite well where he was going.
The young deadshot was going to the camping pface Dr.
Stalk had left to join them.
And if he found that the cattle thieves were there the
doctor would find himself in trouble.
Our hero rode straight along the edge of the woods, keeping in the shadow of the overhanging branches.
He could see the cattle in a big bunch off to the right,
and near them were the two cowboys appointed to watch
them.
The latter were at a standstill just then, right where
, they could see the approach of any one who left the ah&dow
of the timber.
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They could not see our hero, because he was just a little too
far away from them.
Wild rode on until he was within a quarter of a mile of
·
the spot where the leader had put out the fire.
Then he halted and listened for a minute or two.
He could hear nothing but the occasional bark of a coyote
·
and the cry of some n,ight bird.
Allowing his horse to go ahead at a walk, he kept on the
·
alert.
The ground was very soft there, so the tread of the
horse made practically no sound.
Soon he came in sight of the glimmer of a fire.
.
The young deadshot gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon that galoot of a doctor is a rank impostor!" he
exclaimed under his breath. "Well, I thought so, and when
Arietta told me the same thing I was certain of it. Well,
just wait till I go back if I do find the cattle thieves here!
1'11 put him through a course of sprouts that will make
him wish he had never tried to fool Young Wild West!"
When within a couple of hundred yards of the campfire
Wild dismounted, and, leaving his horse standing, he made
his way toward it on foot.
He was very cautious, for he did not know but that the
villains might be on the lookout for the approach of some
one.
He kept right on through the woods, near the edge, until
he was within a hundred feet of the fire.
The bushes were so thick there that he could not see
anything more than the blaze, so he turned into the woods
and moved slowly around to the left.
Just as he reached a spot where he could see quite plainly
something happened that he was not exactly prepared for.
A man sprang upon him from behill.d and caught him
by the arms.
Almost at the same instant another appeared from behind
a tree at his right and placed a revolver against his forehead.
"I reckon we've got yer, Young Wild West!" exclaimed the
latter. "Much obliged to yer fur comin' here."
It was Joe Hardy, the leader of the cattle thieves!
Though taken completely by surprise, Wild did not once
lose his nerve.
He knew it would be death for him if he put up a fight
just then, so be remained perfectly passive.
"Well, you have got me, that's right," he retorted calmly.
"But this is not the first time I have been caught by my
enemies. I always manage to get away all right!'
"Well, yer won't git away this time, 'cause we've made
up our minds that you've got ter die. It won't be healthy
fur us ter let yer live, yer know. I had an idea that yer
might think there was .somethin' wrong about the doctor, and
that you'd take a sneak over here ter find out somethin'.
That's why we laid in wait for yer. We heard yer comin',
so we jest waited till we got ther chance we wanted. Yer
wanted ter see our camp, so come on an' look at it!"
Our hero submitted to being led i11to the camp, and when
he stood before the rest of the gang, exclamations of satisfaction went up from all sides.
"Jest tie him up, boys. We'll hold him till ther doctor
gi.ts back," said the leader.
"I guess the doctor won't get back," said Wild coolly. "If
you don't let me go so I can get back to the camp inside of
fifteen minutes, the doctor will be hung to the limb of a
tree. That's the programme, you know."
Joe Hardy looked aghast.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE WORK OF FIENDS.

Young Wild West saw right away that what he said had
hit the cattle thieves hard.
"I don't know how mucb you think of the scoundrel calling himself a doctor," he went on to say. "But I tell you
that unless I am back to our camp in fifteen minutes he will
be hanged to the limb of a tree that is waiting for him. I
found out that he was an impostor before I came over here
and I only came to find out what you were up to. Joe
Hardy, you have lost your chance. If you had started off
and let u13 alone when I told you to this morning you would
have got away all right. But now you have either got to
be hanged or shot. You can't get away now."

This might seem to be rather queer talk from one who
was a prisoner, but Young Wild West had a way of doing
and saying things coolly, and many times had he won out by
taking that course.
Hardy and his men believed him when he said that the
doctor would be hanged if he did not get back.
They remained silent for a moment or two, and then
Pete, the superstitious man, came over to the leader and
whispered:
"I reckon you'd better let him go, Joe. If ther doctor
is hung there'll be thirteen of us ag'in."
Hardy uttered an oath.
He looked at his nien keenly, and he could tell that they
did not want the new member of the gang to die with a
rope around his neck.
He decided to let the prisoner go.
But he wanted the release of the doctor to be guaranteed
before he did so.
"Young Wild West," he said, "if we let yer go will yer
let ther doctor go as soon as yer git ter your camp?"
"Yes," answered Wild, for it was a proposition that was
fair and square, and he could hardly do otherwise.
"Yer will keep yer word, then?"
"I never yet broke my word, Joe Hardy. I would not
take your word, but you can take mine."
"All right, I'll take it. Untie him, boys."
The rope that had been tied about Wild's wrists was
soon removed.
Our hero did not show the least sign of exultation.
He knew if he did the villainous leader of the cattle
thieves mig-ht change his mind.
The moment his hands were freed he picked up the weapons that had been taken from him and coolly placed them
in his belt where they belonged.
"Now, Hardy," said he, "I'll go on back. I'll send the
doctor to you right away. If you know when you're well
ofl' you'll light out the first thing in the morning. That's
all I've got to say.''
"We'll show yer how we'll light out," was the reply.
"'!'her next time we meet it will be different, most likely.''
"All right. If it is different you will be the . one to suffer
-not I."
"We'll see about that, Young Wild West."
The boy wasted no further words.
He was now free and the quicker he got away from the
camp of the villains the better it would be, he thought.
He walked off through the darlqtess as coolly M though
.
he was simply leaving his own camp.
'.I'wo minutes later the cattle thieves listened to the sounds
made by his horse's hoofs as he galloped away.
"Now, boys, git ready fur business!" exclaimed Hardy.
"I've made up my mind that now is ther time ter strike a
good blow. Ther scheme of ther doctor's has failed, so we've
g·ot ter do somethin' else. We'll· go right up close ter Young
Wild West's camp an' meet ther doctor when he comes. Then
we'll fire on them what's there an' light out. We'll make a
trail that will lead Young Wild West to a trap, if he don't
git his medicine when we fire on 'em. Git ready now! We're
goin' ter ther old buildin' over on Brown's 1·anch-ther on&
what wasn't burned, yer know. I know more about that
buildin' than Brown ever did. There's a good deep cellar
under it that's covered by a floor of oak. It's one of ther
puttiest. hidin' places what could be found. Hurry up now.
Git everything ready. It's lucky we ain't got much ter take
with us.''
The men were all eager to make some kind of a move,
so they jumped to do their leader's bidding.
ten minutes' time they were ready to leave.
Boys, yer want ter make sure of somebody, ther same
as we did last night when we give it ter one of Brown's
cowboys," said Hardy. "If it ain't Young Wild West himself,
it must be some one else.''
''All right, Joe!" cam? the reply from several of them.
Away they rode, keepmg close to the woods so thev could
not be seen by the men watching the cattle ~hen they got
close to the herd.
As they neared the cattle Hardy called a halt.
"Boys," said he in a low tone of voice, "do yer know
·
which way ther wind is blowin' ?"
"Straight towards them steers," answered Barney, the
wounded man.
"That's right! Now, do yer know what I'm goin' ter do?"
"Set ther grass on fire, I reckon," came the retort from
the same man.
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But never mind! We'll have
"That's ·right. You're a mighty good guesser, an' no mis- of 'em go their medicine. is
a dandy!"
fire
That
now.
revenge
our
cattle
ther
If
revenge.
git
ter
way
one
be
will
That
ake.
The fiends rode hard.
{ion't turn an' take to ther woods they'll jest run till they
The doctor's horse was the poorest in the bunch, and it
drop, an' then nobody will have 'em. If we can't have 'em
with difficulty that he kept up with them.
was
all."
that's
Brown can't,
But they had taken a strong liking to him and they
This scheme was as cruel a s it was diabolical.
in the lurch.
But there was no feeling in the breasts of those scoun- would not leave him of
time anyhow," said Hardy. "Young
"We've got plenty
drel;; either for man or beast.
us to-night. He's got all he kia
foller
won't
West
Wild
to
took
and
around
1<wung
If, vrns true that if the cattle
ter save them cattle. I hope he
tryin'
now,
right
ter
'tend
them
upon
down
sweeping
fire
the right when they saw the
they might all escape, but if they continued straight ahead, don't do it, though."fur ther woods!" cried one of the men
"There they go
as frightened cattle usually do when pursued by fire, they
would surely be lost, for there was a strong breeze blowing. just then . .
The fire lighted the scene so brightly that they could see
"We may as well wait here till ther doctor comes," went
cattle as they approached the woods.
on the villainous leader. "Then two of yer kin light ther the moving bodies of theoath.
Joe Hardy uttered an
grass when yer hear ther rest of us fire. Then it will be a
"I don't see how it was that ther blamed cattle ever
case of light out fur fair!"
"Ther fire is way past where
"Here comes some one on horseback now!" spoke up one turned that way," he said.chances
is that there ain't one of
they was grazin' now. Ther
'
of the men.
'em what has got burned."
"Keep quiet, then. Maybe it ain't our man."
"Well, if yer killed two or three of Young Wild W est•a
A horseman was coming, sure enough.
in what we've done, anyThe next minute he was right up to them, and then they gang there's some satisfaction
how," spoke up Barney consolingly.
saw that it was Dr. Philander Stalk
"But I don't believe none of 'em went under," remarked
Young Wild West had kept his wo;d.
Pete, who was close enough to hear the remark above the
The doctor was in a state of excitement.
horses' hoofs. "I waited until ther last, an'
As soon as he found he was with his friends he ex- pounding of the one
drop. I think that one of ther cowboys
I didn't see no
claimed:
We had ter go an' lose a man, an'
though.
touched,
got
think?
you
do
What
boys.
me,
for
sharp
too
was
"The;v
of us ag'in."
thirteen
jest
makes
that
me
kicked
Charlie
Charlie
Cheyenne
call
they
galoot
big
That
business!" roared Hardy.
thirteen
that
about
up
"Shet
he
horse
my
011
get
to
went
I
when
and
camp,
out of the
D'ye hear what I
croakin'.
more
n.o
hear
ter
want
don't
"I
I
saddle
ther
in
get
did
I
When
over.
·
clean
chucked me
I
say, Pete?"
just come' for all I was worth."
The superstitious man remained silent.
"Well, we're goin' ter git even with 'em fur all they've
The villainous cattle thieves rode straight on across the
done, Doc," answered Hardy. "Your scheme didn't work
the fire-line gradually growing smaller in the disprairie,
'
sartin."
I'm
will,
but mine
tance.
do.
to
proposed
they
what
Then he quickly. told_him
"It'll stop when it gits to ther gully," said one, "But
:fhe doct?r fell m with the idea, of course.
be as big as ther one was yisterday, though. Tuer
it'll
said,
he
"
though
But we 11 have to ride putty fast,
is different to-night."
wind
'
.
shaking his head uneasily.
In due time they ca.me to the gully near the burned ranch
"Not so vezy. They can't foller our trail in ther dark.
Jest leave l.t ter me. If they do foll er ther trail in ther buildings.
it, they rode around over the ground that had
mornin' they'll ride right inter a trap. Yer kin bet your notCrossing
been touched by the fire of the day before, and made
life on that. It will be ther trail that leads ter a trap."
old dilapidated building that remained standing.
The scoundrels now proceeded to get ready to carry out forIt the
had been a pretty swift ride and the doctor's horse was
their plan.
ready to drop.
The doctor and Barney were left to set the grass on fire about
The building was plenty large enough to accommodate
while the rest rode toward the camp of our friends, thei; them
all, and their horses, too, if neeessary.
horses on a walk.
"Here's where we'll put up· to-night, boys," said Hardy
Five minutes passed.
he dismounted. "Light a lantern, somebody."
The doctor and the wounded man were waiting patiently as They
had two lanterns with them, and soon one of them
to hear the shots.
use.
Barney only could use one hand, but he sat in the saddle was in
"I reckon none of 'em ain't follered us, an' kin see ther
'
a long bunch of dry grass in his hand.
lantern," went on the villain. "But if they
His companion was to light this for him, and then he light fromallther
, It won't make no di:fference."
right.
it,
see
do
and
teeth
his
in
rein
bridle
the
with
along,
ride
would
'inside.
way
the
led
He
'
'
went.
he
as
grass
the
fire
over,
leaning
Part of the roof had fallen in, but the rest was pretty
The doctor would then follow, and in less than a minute
fair.
they would surely have the prairie on fire.
Hardy went to a corner where there was a pile of rubTwo minutes more passed by.
and began throwing it aside.
bish
sounded.
firearms
of
Then the cracking
"Give us a hand here," he said;
The doctor struck a match and lighted the bU11.ch of grass
They were all ready to help, so the floor was soon cleared.
Barney held.
Then the leader of the cattle thieves kicked a ring loose,
thief.
cattle
Away went the wounded
catching hold of it, lifted a trap-door.
and,
began
grass
the
and
doctor,
He was closely followed by the
"There's a p;ood six-foot cellar, boys!" he exclaimed. "Ther
blazing.
it must have come from Kansas, an' thought
In twenty seconds a long line of fire was sweeping to- galoot what dug out
here. But never mind I This is goi•' ter
cyclones
had
we
ward the cattle.
West, all right."
The cattle thieves came dashing up, but the two who had be a trap fur Young Wild
fired the grass did not wait for them.
They were leading by a good hundred yards.
They looked back, but could see aothinir but the llile of
CHAPTER IX.
flame and smoke.
The shouts of men came to their ears and then the thunder of hoofs.
READY TO FOLLOW THE TRAIL.
A mile from the scene they were overtaken by eleven
·
riders.
When Wild got back to the camp he surprised all hands
Barney knew there was only eleven, for he counted them
when he said that the doctor was a first-class scoundrel and
as they came up.
a liar, but that he must be allowed to go free.
"Who's rni ssin', Joe," he asked hoarsely.
He quickly made it clear to them, and then there was
"He got shot plumb
"Dave· Jenks," was the reply.
not one who did not think it right and proper for him to
through ther heart."
"Too bad! Did any of Young Wild West's gang go un- keep his promise.
The doctor listened to an ·that was said, his face chaqder?"
color.
inK
throe
or
two
think
I
but
good,
see
ter
time
"We hadll't
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He felt vo:ry sore to think that tho foul scheme he had

"I s'pose not."

Wild felt pretty certain that the cattle thieves would not
tried to perpetrate had turned out ao di!Jastrously.
But he waa to be allcnftd to go free, and that was a great go very far during the night.
He was of the opinion that they still hoped to get the
th.Ina-.

And when he clid aro, Chaye?mti Charlie helped him a little. revenge they sought, and since the cattle had esca-ped, they
would be wanting them again.
junt as he had said.
"We will take things easy to-night," he said. "At day"That galoot is just as well out of the camp as in it, anyhow," Wild observed after he had gone. "We don't want light some of us will go on the trail of the cattle thieves
to be bothered with any prisoner just now. It will be time aud the rest can hunt up the cattle and get them ready to
enough for that when we play the wind-up stroke on the start. If we haven't settled this business by to-morrow noon
I'll miss my guess."
·
cattle thieves."
Everybody thought the same way but Davis Brown.
They were all talking this way when one of the cowboys
He could not see it that way, for he evidently thoup:ht
called out for them to look out.
The tone of voice indicated that there was danger, so the villains we1·e so determined that they would never submit to being captured.
;hey all dodged to cover in a hurry.
But Brown had always been a quiet, inoffensive Ihan, and
Then they heard the sounds made by galloping hoofs.
The next thing they knew' a volley was fired into the he looked at things in a different way from th,e most of the
men who lived in the wild regions of the West.
camp.
Our friends watched the fire as it swept on, and finally,
The attack of the cattle thieves had been nicely arranged,
and if it had not been that the cowboy had heard them com- when they saw it die out, they knew it must have reached
ing in time to give the warning, things would have prob- a place where there was nothing more to burn.
"That's ther g-ully, out near ther old ranch that was," said
ably gone bad for our friends.
As it was, one of the cowboys received a ffesh wound on Brown. "That same gully saved ther grass on this side yisr
the arm and another had his head grazed by a bullet, which teTday, but now ther wind is different, an' it come in ag'in."
"But it is all burned off on the other side, anyhow, isn't
caused him to drop to the ground and remain in a stunned
it?" asked Arietta.
condition for a few minutes.
"Yes, that's so."
Our friends returned the fire, of course, and the result
"Well, the fire had to stop when it got there, whether
was that one of the cattle thieves went down.
Then the fire broke out, and all hands rushed to save the it crossed the gully or not then."
"Sure! I never thought of that, miss."
cattle.
"Me likee gittee shot at um Joe Hardy, allee samee."
Young Wild West was always quick to think and quick
remarked Hop, looking at Brown and smiling.
to act.
"You'd shoot blue lights at him, I s'pose," was the reply.
He understood it all at a glance.
"Me shootee allee samee killee."
The villains meant to get the cattle going before the fire.
"Git shot yourself, most likely."
That meant their destruction, unless something wonderful
"Me no gittee shot yet, so be."
happened.
"Well, there's got ter be a first time. That's why I think
"We must get them eround to the woods!" he cried. "Come
on, boys. Let the scoundrels go for the present. ·we'll it's dangerous work te1· go after ther cattle thieves. If
they've gon" -:i.way it might be better ter let 'em alone."
catch them later· on."
"You allee samee 'flaid," said Hop, turning up his nose
All mounted and rode to the re11cue of the cattle except
·
at the man.
the girls and the Chinamen.
"No, that ain't it." was the reply. "I think ther easiest
The two cowboys who had been watching the cattle happened to be in a very good spot at the time the fire started. way is always ther best, that's all."
"You likee play lillee game uv euchre?" asked the Chinaand they quickly found out which way the wind was blowman.
ing.
"Yes, I would like ter play cards. It would git my mind
They were too far away to see the miscreants who started
the fire, but they were all right to start the steers moving off my troubles, l reckon. But Young Wild West advised us
all not ter gamble with yer."
in the proper direction.
"We play allee samee for fun, len."
They had them heading that way when Wild and the rest
"I'll go yer. Come on_, Sam, we'll have a game of euchre
rode upon the scene.
Then it was that the cowboys got in their good work. with the smart Chin'.'e. H's only goin' ter be fur fun."
''Ail right," was the reply; "I jest feel like pJayin' some
Whooping and riding up and down the lines, they got the
kir.d of a vame af0re g-oin' tcr sleep."
cattle on a run.
Wild had no objections, so the three sat down, ·while the
Then it was all rl,rht.
rest crowded i,.round to look on.
Where those in advance went the others followed.
Our friends kne,v that it would be impossible for the Chi::,aInto the woods they went, just as the fire swept the spot
where the last of them had stood a few short minutes be- ma:1 to play very long without money being at stake, and as
both Brown and Som were i::,dined to gamble, it was pretty
fore.
"That's what I call pretty good," said Young Wild West, certain that some kind of a wage1· would be made.
The ex-ranchman and cowboy had each lost all they had
nodding his head in -a pleased way. "They will be scattered pretty well in the morning, but they can all be found before, and it had been g·iven back to them, along with some
in a day, I guess. That is much better than having them very r:r.eod advice.
Wild made up his mind that if Hop fleeced them this time
burned up."
''I should say it was!" exclaimed Davis Brown. "If I had he would not force h;m to giv-o the money back.
The cards were producNl and the gamE' beg-an.
k"Ilown that Joe Hardy was such a bad man as he is I would
Hop played fair and square, because there was nothing at
havr• quit the ranch long ago. No wonder I kept losing
cattle all the time! Why, that man is bad enough to do sta1te.
his deal he gave Brown a hand that had
about anything, I guess."
1 But when it came
"Anything where he don't have to risk his life too much," four kings in it.
our hero· answered. "But just wait until daylight! We'll• This was done for a bait and Brown swallowed the hook
start on the trail of the scoundrels, and I'll bet it won't be promptly.
"Ginger!" he exclaimed: "if I was playin' poker POW I
long before we overtake them too. Then there will be a
lively time of it. Brown, I guess you will take something reckon I'd make things hum!"
"You gottee veBv nicee pokee hand?" asked Hop, lookin~
more than the cattle to the trading post; you will have
at him in his childish, innocent way.
some prisoners."
"I should say so! I'd bet my last ten dollars on it, too."
"Prisoners, eh?"
"Me g·ottee nicee lillee pokec h.ancl, too," observed the clever
"Yes, for the cattle thieves haven't nerve eno11g-)1 to fight
when they find thev have got no show. They arc not going Chinaman, as he looked his cards over. "Me bettee fivce,
ten dollee if we play pokee."
to keep right on anr! die fighting."
"Well, jest fur ther fun of it, I'll bet ye1· five dollars that
The ex-ranchman shook his head.
"I don't know about that," he retorted. ' "It has been my hand beats yourn."
"Allee light," ~n.d Hop quick!:i;' prod~ced _the mon~y.
proved that they're putty bad fc~l"rs."
"Yes, but being Lad doesn't make a man willing to Jay I Br~),vn coverQd it: and tl1e11, w1tn a P:rm, laid dm,vn his p.11,nd,
lihowwg the four k.i.J:1&11.
__. aia lif., you know.''
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CHAPTER X.
"Lat velly nicee hand," admitted Hop; "but me gottee better one; me gottee four lillee aces."
O.UJGRT IN .A. TBAl'.
"Well, by ginger!" cried the ex-ranchman. "Stung ag'in!"
"It serves you right," ·spoke up Wild. "What did I tell
Arietta was not lon,r bl . 11:etting ready.
you?"
"This will be our headquarters until the thing is settled,"
"Oh, it's my own fault, I know. Let it go. I wouldn't take
said our hero, nodding to Brown. "Get the cattle ready and
the money back this time, Wild."
"I guess the Chinaman is entitled to it, after winninll it wait here in my cowboy camp."
"All right," was the reply. "I ho~ you make out all right;
twice."
I'm afraid you're makin' a rmst.a.ke in goin' after ther
but
.
this.
heard
he
when
face
yellow
hls
over
all
Hop smiled
be now."
It was evident that he had been of the opinion that Wild cattle thieves, fur I think they've decided ter let us
"Oh, no, they haveJ1't. They would be after us worse than
would make him give it up, and when he heard him speak to
ever if we were to go on without trying to get at them.
the contrary he was more than pleased.
Come on, boys! Et, you will ride at the head with me."
.
Th
. e brave girl smiled and took her place at his side.
Th
e money changed ]lands and the irame of euchre proceeded.
next minute the party, which consisted of nine, was
The
Hop dealt over again, because the hand he won the m.o:aey
galloping away over the prairie.
b
"th h d
Both Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart wu• eager to get at
a not een played.
Wl
This time he gave BroWlll. both bowen, ~ aee aad kine the villains ~d have it over with.
They soon found the trail of the Tillaina and tJaa they kept
of trumps and u.other ace.
He kept the rest of the trumps for himself and took care along at a swift pace.
"One thing about ther sneakin' galoots, they didJl't try ter
not to have the suit of the side ace he had ,riven him.
To Sam he gave any cards that he came to1 only taking hide ther trail," remarked the scout, whell they had covered
care to give him the k:ill.i; that matched the si<te ace Brow:u four or five miles.
"That's right," answered S ~ tile cowboy. "They've
had.
It was Sam's lead, and that k:1:11.,: bemir th• hiiiheat card headed rilf;ht fur ther buraed ra:acll,, accordm' ter ther looks
of things.
he had, he led it.
"It might be that they are gollll4r to take pouessioll af the
"I reckon here's where I make three.• said Brown, as he
property, since you fellows have left it," observed Dart.
put on the ace.
"Well, there ain't nothin' there but all old tumble-down
'No," retorted Hop. shakinll hia head; "me allee samee
buildin' that never was used by Brown much. That would be
trump."
about ther only place they could put up at it.•
"Is it large e11.ough to accommodate them t• Wild queried.
And he did so, taking in the trick.
"Oh, yes; but ther roa:f ie half off."
"Yer ain't got no suit fur that, oh t" said Brown, throwing
"But the rest of it is ia :fair co:nditl.on. ell t•
down his hand and showing that he had a sure pojit.
"Yes, but hardly a 1lt place ter live.•
. "No," and Hop showed that he had not.
"Well," said our hero, after a pause, "we'll be able to tell
The next hand Hop made a point by the "skin" of his
teeth," and then the game stood four for Brown, three for when we get the1·e whether they have stopped there or not.
If they are there now we will see their horses, for it is not
.
Sam and two for Hop.
It was Brown's deal now, and he picked up the kwa' of likely they would take them inside the buildi.n£, even if they
took refuge there themselves."
hearts.
"Sartinly not." declared eam.
He had three more tru.mps, but fate had riven Hop both
They kept on tlclliig and at le:a.gth th9 aolltary buildmg
bowThe~s cle~e:icee!ecseti.·al did not throw them down and show came
in sight.
Nothing that would point out that there was a human being
him that he was euchred, but proceeded to play it out.
anywhere about, save the trail they were following, was indiHe led the king of spades and Brown put the ace on it.
cated.
Sam had no trumps, so he could do nothing.
But there was the trail, and they meant to follow it until
"I'll bet my last five dollars that I make a point;~ said
they found the villains they were in search of.
Brown, getting warmed up to gambling again.
The 'trail kept on where the grass had 1tot bee:a burned,
He had the king, queen, ten and nine of trumps in his hand,
and unless the other three trumps were in one hand he surely showing that the cattle thieves did not try to hide it by riding
over the burned part.
would.
But they could have hardly hidden. it if they baa tried, for
It looked like a sure bet.
"Me takee um bet," answered Hop, smilingly. "Me wantee Young Wild West was too accustomed to following trails for
that.
lettee you gittee um money back."
Our friends rode right straight alo11.,: until they were
The hand was played and Brown lost, of course.
"There goes all my money!" he exclaimed. "Well. I'm glad within a hundred yards of the building.
Our hero was now satisfied tlrat the villains had passed on,
of it. I can't gamble any more now till I git what's left of
a while.
ther money from ther sale of ther steers, after I pay off ther though it might be that they had stopped therebeing
a warm
The sun was now up and it gave promise of
men."
All hands laughed at him, and, with a wink, Sam got up day. is an old cabin, sure enough,"- said Arietta. "It is one
"It
and said:
"I .reckon I'll keep my :five dollars; I won't play no more, of the kind that the old settlers built when they first came
West. But the man who built this one must have had a big
an' then I can't have a chance ter bet.~
"You're wise, all right," retorted Jim. "Brown knew better family, for it must be pretty roomy inside. I think I will
have a look into it."
than to bet with Hop, but he was bound to do it."
They all rode up to it and Sam promptly dismounted and
,.."Well, I ain't cryin' about it, anyhow," was the man's reply. went to the door, which was a jar.
"There ain't no one here now," he called out. "But ther
"I'm satisfied. so everybor:y else ought ter be."
After that Hop performed a few tricks with the cards, and cattle thieves sartinly was here, though; yer kin easy see
that."
then it was time for them to turn in.
"Yes, the trail runs right up to the door," answered Wild
Though a watch was kept during the night, it did not
prove necessa,r y, for the cattle thieves did 11ot trouble them. as he let his horse walk around the building.
Charlie and Jim followed him, for they wanted to see
At daylight in the morning they were eating their breakfast. and as soon as it was over with Wild picked out Sam where the trail ran from there.
Arietta quickly dismounted and ran aside to have a look
and three others of the cowboys and asked them to follow the
at the interior of the old structure.
trail of the cattle thieves with him.
"Here's ther trail!" cried out Sam, sudde:aly. "Iii leads over
They were willing, of course, so he told Brown to take the
toward ther gully."
rest of the men and get the cattle together.
All save Arietta hurried to the cowboy's side.
"Wild," spoke up Arletta, as her youn'i, lover moUJlted l,.is
It was just then that a scream rang out from the inside of
horse to ride off, "I am going with you.
"All right, Et," was the reply. "You may be of some use; the building-.
"Help! Save me, Wild! Save--"
come on."
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Dart had his dander up, and he did not wait an instant.
It was cut short and then all was in silence.
He had the satisfaction of seeing the man fall back, and
Young Wild West and his partners rode aTound to the front
then as he caught sight of another man in the act of shut11f the structure with amazing quickness.
ting the door, he fired again.
Then something happened.
Down went that one, clutc;hing at the door, which was only
Whiz!
hanging by one hinge.
A cry of warning came from Jim Dart.
The result was that the door went with him.
But too late!
Two more men appeared before Jim's range of vision and
The next instant a lariat dropped over Wild's head and
seized the door to put it back in place.
shoulders and he was jerked from the saddle.
Crang!
Straight to the door of the old cabin he was dragged.
The boy fired once more and a yell of pain sounded from
If Jim had been off his horse he might have succeeded in
cutting the rope, but before he could dismount our hero had the cabin.
"I only winged you, I guess," muttered the boy. "But the
disappeared and the door shut with a bang.
1t had happened so sudden that Charlie and the cowboys other two got their medicine all right. I guess the only way
to do is to keep on thinning you out. You won't dare to
were thunderstruck.
When they heard Arietta cry out none of them thought that harm Wild or Arietta, for if you know anything at all you
know that you can't get away from us."
she had been attacked by anything human.
The only puzzling thing about it now was the fact that Sam
They thought she had fallen through the floor, or somehad declared that there was no one in the shanty when he
thing of the kind.
But when the lariat shot from the building and caught looked in.
Where had the villains been then?
Young Wild West they knew that there must be some one inSatisfied with what he had done, Jim rode off and worked
side.
his way around to the rear of the building, unde1· the cover of
Crack!
·
A revolver shot soUllded and one of the cowboy's horses the bank.
Just then Charlie came riding back.
leaped forward and dropped.
Ther horses of ther galoots is over there," he called out;
Crack!
"but ther galoots themselves ain't ter be seen nowhere. They
A bullet went through the crown of Jim's hat.
It was o:aly natural that they should 11:et back out of the must be in ther shanty, Jim."
way.
"Ther trail led us ter a trap!" cried the scout. "Look out,
boys! We'll git Wild an' Arietta away from 'em all right.
Jest wait till we irit a chance ter think it over.
CHAPTER XI.
·
Crack!
A bullet whizzed past the head of the scout.
HARDY GIVES IN.
They all got away from the cabin pretty quickly.
while
it,
for
ran
unhorsed
been
had
who
cowboy
Jim and the
Young Wild West did not let out a cry when he found himthe rest rode.
self being dragged from the saddle.
had
they
but
from,
came
shots
the
They had all seen where
He was taken by surprise. but he lmew his friends saw
not answered them.
what was happening, and he expected them to save him.
The ndose of the mysteriaus lariat had dropped over his
Even if they could shoot between the chinks of the logs,
head and pinioned his arms to his sides, so he was powerless
they were as apt to hit Wild and Arietta as any one else.
to do anything, not being able to break his fall, even.
It was a peculiar situation, to say the least.
But so rapid was the work of pulling him into the shanty
In the rear of the building, and about :fifty feet from it,
that he scarcely had time to become bruised much.
was quite a high bank.
Bang!
They all went around and got under cover of this.
The door was closed, and then the dashing young deadshot
Jim called his horse and the intelligent animal followed
was seized by two pairs of hands.
them. Spitfire coming along with him.
With remarlfable quickness his weapons were taken from
Arietta's horse wandered off in a different direction.
The cowboys were quite disheartened at what had taken him, and then a couple of turns of the lariat went around his
body, so he might be secured more effectively.
place.
"I reckon yer follered ther trail that led ter a trap, Young
"I reckon we had better took Brown's advice," said Sam,
Wild West," a hoarse voice exclaimed. "Joe Hardy ain't sich
shaking his head sadly.
"Jest wait!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "We've been in a fool as yer thought he was. We'll see who'll come out on
jest as bad predicerments as this, an' we always come out all top now."
"That's all riv.ht." answered Wild, coollv. "The game has
riirht. Jest wait till we kin think of what ter do."
not been played out yet. You've just taken in a couple of
The scout \Yas pretty cool, and so was Jim.
They were used to having such surprises, but the cowboys tricks, but it takes more than two tricks to win a game."
"Git him down ther cellar, boys," whispered the leader of
were not.
Charlie finally hit upon something that might help them the ruffianly gang.
Then, much to om· hero's surprise, he was dragged to a
out a little.
"Ther trail leads over to ther gully," he said. "Maybe trap-door and dropped clown without ceremony.
Fortunately for him his feet struck first, and thus he was
there's only one or two of ther galoots in ther shanty. Jest
ieep a watch on it till I go over an' see if any of 'em is saved a fall.
Not being able to balance himself when he struck, he rolled
there."
over on the damp ground.
They all looked hopeful at this.
But there were tl1ose waiting to seize him, and he was
"All right. Charlie," answered Jim. ''You go over there
and take a look, and I'll ride out in front of the shanty and qtii,.kly dragged over to where a lantern was burning dimlv.
He heard the shots that were fired a minute or so later and
keep a watch on it. I'll keep far enough away to keep from
he knew that the villains were trying to down his friends.
being hit."
But the1·e were no cries of trium'ph, and that told him that
The two at once started off in different directions, leaving
they had not succeeded so far.
the cowboys behind the bank.
Wild saw Arietta almost the first thing.
Jim went within a couple of hundred feet of the door, but
She was seated on a pile of rubbish, bound and a handkerkept his horse in motion all the time.
He saw Arietta's horse a few yards ofl' and he decided to chief tied over her mouth.
She tried to -smile when she saw her dashing young lover,
catch it and take it around where the rest were.
He had just caught the animal when a shot rang out from but it was a failure.
"It's all right, Et," said the boy, calmly. "They dare not
the cabin and a bullet grazed the sleeve of his coat.
"Whew!" he exclaimed. "That was a ride! I guess I had harm us, for the boys have got them foul now. The cattle
thieves have got to surrender, or they will never leave this
better look out."
He dismounted and stood behind his ho1·se, letting his rifie place alive."
"Is that so, Young Wild West?" sneered Hardy, who had
rest on his saddle.
Just then the door opened a little and a man show~ him- come down after the boy had been dropped into the cellar.
"Don't t4ink anything like that. I guess we're on top now.
self.
Instead of not any of us gittin' away from here alive, thera
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"You're never goin' ter leave this cellar alive!" was the
won't be none of your gang to git away alive. There'll
retort.
gal."
ther
be
will
that
an'
live,
ter
yer
only be one of
"All right. I suppose ~u are satisfied to die here yourself,
"You don't believe that when you say it-you know you
then?"
Hardy."
Joe
don't,
"I ain't goin' ter die jest yet."
Wild spoke as though he was ve·r y certain that he was
Hardy went up the rough ladder that was ther,e and found
speaking the truth.
the five men there with their eyes glued to the cracks between
The cattle thief winced.
"We'll see about that. We'll go up an' pick some of ther the logs.
"Kin yer see any of 'em?" he asked.
galoots off. Come on, boys. All but two of yer come up an'
"No," replied one of the men, "but we kin hear 'em. They're
show how straight yer kin shoot. We're bound ter git a
at ther back of ther shaB.ty, gittin' ready ter do somethin'."
chance at ther galoots in a few minutes."
All went up but Dr. Philander Stalk and Barney, tha man
"~n ycr don't know wha.t they're up ter?"
who was wounded.
"Ain't g9t ther least idea."
man
a
for
well
pretty
The doctor seemed to be favored
Hardy stepped over to the door.
who was a stranger to the gang.
The bodies of the two men that had fallen under Jim Dart's
·
'.'I guess you don't need to keep the girl gagg·ed," said aim lay still stiffening near it.
does
she
if
and
out,
cry
y,'1ld, looking at them. "She won't
The door was propped up with a log, and the villain took
in
both
are
we
know
1t would not do any good. Our friends
the risk of moving it slightly, so he might look out.
the cabi~ ~omewhere. Take the handkerchief away from her
At that very moment he saw a horseman riding slowly
unhamhere
air
mouth; it 1s bad enough to breathe the foul
along about a hundred yards distant.
mouth."
one's
over
pered, let alone having a handkei-chief tied
It was Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon she don't need it there no more," retorted BarDuring the past few minutes the scout and Jim had been
ney, and he quickly removed it.
doing a lot of thinking.
"Oh, Wild!" exclaimed the girl when she found she had
They had made the discovery that the villains could not
the use of her power of speech once more.
them through the back of the cabin, and, while Charlie
see
got
have
"Don't get frightened, Et," was the reply. "They
riding around at the front, Jim was right against the
was
a
us, but they have not got Charlie and Jim. They will :find
in the rear, picking the mud from the chinks, so he
building
longway to get us out of here, and they won't be so very
a look at .the interior.
get
could
doing it, either."
When Hardy saw the scout he thrust the only rifle they had
Just then a rifle shot rang out from above them.
the opening.
Then one sounded from the outside, and the shooting be- through
But the scout had seen the door move, and his rifle was
tween Jim and the villains took place.
Wild knew the villains were getting the worst of it; he even then at his shoulder. the scout's weapon cracked.
Before Hardy could fire
could tell that by the way they were ruJllUllg about on the
"Ouch!" cried the cattle thief, as the blood spurted from
floor of the shanty.
lobe of his left ear. "I'm hit, boys!"
the
they
way
the
on
keep
they
"if
"Et," said he, confidently,
he jumped back so quickly that he knocked over the
Then
men
two
heard
have
I
:fixed.
be
are going they will soon
held the door in place.
that
log
drop on the floor already."
he
I
then
Crash
and
above,
from
Just then a cry of pain sounded
The door fell to the floor.
uttered a laugh.
Pete, the superstitious man, ran to put it up.
"Another one got touched," he said. "I don't know who
Cran.gt
is doing it, but it must be Charlie and Jim."
The scout's rifle again spoke.
"You take my advice and keep quiet," spoke up the doctor,
Pete fell back and sat upon the floor. .
angrily.
"I've got it!" he exclaimed. "I knowed itl It was ther
"Oh, I'm not afraid of you." was the bold retort. "If I
done it. Joe Hardy, yer are all
was only free I'd make you so sick in about ten seconds that thirteen business that
doom~d! There ain't no show fur yer now. Take my advice
your own medicine would never cure you."
an' let Young Wild West an' ther g,al go. I'm done fur.
At this the villain came over and g·ave Wild a kick.
"Take that!" he exclaimed. "Now maybe you'll keep Good-by, boys!"
Then he fell over on his side and lay perfectly still.
quiet!"
One of the men took hold of hj.s arm, but it was no use; the
loose
1ret
I
when
alive
are
you
If
Doc.
that,
"I'll remembe1·
superstitious man had passed in his chips.
it!"
for
dance
I'll make you
Crang!
It was wonderful to see the effect of the coolness of the
Another shot rang out from the outside and the man standboy.
ing at Hardy's side uttered a gasp and dropped to the floor.
He fairly cowed the doctor when the villain had it all his
Cheyenne Charlie was working- away relentlessly.
own way.
When the scout once got started it was hard to stop him.
trap-door,
the
from
him
called
voice
a
The next minute
Hardy now got down upon the floor and crawled to the
Joe
and then a man was let down.
trap-door.
shoulder.
the
in
woUlld
a
The man was bleeding from
His courage was now fast leaving- him.
He was the third man Jim had hit.
He got down in the cellar and quickly made his way to
"Ther
down.
dropped
he
as
Hardy,
"Fix him up, Doc," said
Wild.
straight
an'
quick
as
about
shoot
galoot what wing-ed him kin
"Them two partners of yourn is pickin' us off all ·ther
as Young Wild West, I reckon. An' he must bear a cha.rmed time," he said. "I'm ready ter make terms."
through
hole
a
shot
I
him.
hit
life, fur none of ther boys kin
"Make terms with them, then. I am not doini;? the shoothis hat, I know, but that's ther nearest he's been come ter. ing,"
was the reply.
as
runnin'
ain't
things
He's g-one around back now. I reckon
"But you kin soon stop 'em."
smooth as I thought they was goin' ter. They mean us, an'
"If I attempted to go outside I would be shot before they
it has got ter be a fight ter ther death now."
who I was. They don't expect to come out, you
knew
up
spoke
longer,"
"You've got a chance to live a little while
you want to make terms, go up and hoist a white
If
know.
you
surrender
our hero, in his cool and easy way. "If you
be,
rag."
will
won't be shot down, one by one. If you don't you
After a little hesitation Hardy went to the trap-door.
as sure as my name is Young Wild West. I know what I am
"Hoist a flag of truce, boys," he said. "It ain't no use.
talking about."
We've got ter give in, I reckon. Maybe they'll let us off if.
"Shet u,p, or I'll shoot ycr through ther heart, right where we let our prisoners go."
yer are!" cried the leader of the villains, angrily.
"Vve ain't got nothin' white. Joe."
But Wild never flinched.
Crang!
pulled
and
horses
two
to
tied
be
would
you
that
did
you
"If
A 1ifle shot sounded just then, and a heavy fall told that
retorted.
he
older,"
hours
two
are
you
before
limb
from
limb
·
another of the villains had exposed himself.
"You dare not harm me or the girl."
"This is gittin' awfull" cried Hardy, with a groa,n.
soon."
"I'll show yer putty
"It won't get any better, I guess." said Wild, who was
But the words did not have any meaning to them.
surprised at what was being done by his friends.
boy.
the
kill
to
feared
Hardy
that
It was plain
"Here!" he said; "cut me loose and I'll try to stop this
"You hnd better make up your mind to let us go and stop slau~hter. I don't like it myself.''
pause.
a
after
the slaughter," said Wild,
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Hardy hastened to his side and cut the ropes that bound "You kicked me down in the cellar, when my hands were
tied and I was helpless. Now I am going to kick you!"
him.
"I ain't done nothin' wrong," cried the wretch. "I'll be good
if you'll let me go."
"You are not fit to live, doctor, but I would not lower myCHAPTER XII.
self to hang such a viper as you are. Turn around and lean
CONCLUSION.
over, do you hear?"
The stotlt form of the xnan looked ridiculous as he did as
While Cheyenne Charlie was shooting away at the demoralized cattle thieves Jim Dart was crawling up the back of he was told, and even the cattle thieves smiled.
Wild took a step or two back, and then he leaped forward
the log cabin.
He found that the back of it was constructed in a very and gave the man a kick that fairly lifted him from the
rude fashion, though the chinks were well filled, and he could ground and landed him half a dozen feet away on all fours.
"Get up!" the boy cried, sternly.
Ttot see through them.
Then it was that the villain turned, after the fashion of
It was a risky thing to do, but Jim knew that the scout
a corner~d rat.
.
had the attention of the men.
He pulled his shooter and would have fired at the young
He had now reached the top of the building where the
foof was partly missing, and the next minute he was peer- deadshot had not Jim, who was watching closely, let his
lariat go and caught him about the neck.
ing in at the scene below him.
He drop:ped the weapon as he felt himself choking.
When he saw the dead lying around Jim gave a shudder.
"Let's hang ther galoot!" exclaimed the scout winking at
"This is awful!" he exclaimed under his breath. "It 1·8
•
not our fault, though. They tried hard enough to kill us. Wild.
"All right," answered our hero. "Fetch him in the shanty
Charlie is certainly going great work with that rifle of his.''
and throw the rope over one of the rafters.''
Never one~ did the villains look up toward the openinir.
Jim and the scout carried him bodily inside the cabin.
It was plam that they were ready to give up.
The rope was thrown over a beam and the cowboys got hold
It was just the~ that H~rdy began to creep for the trapdoor, and when Jim s- w him go down the ladder he gave a of the end of it.
"Pull him up easy, boys; we don't want him to die too
nod of satisfaction.
"Now I know something about it," he thought. "There is quick," said Wild, as he drew hill revolver.
The cowboys pulled on the rope and the doctor was lifted
a cellar under the building."
_Jim had brought his lariat with him. for he thought it from the floor.
For the space of a second he hung there, and then-might be useful when he conceived the idea of climbing to
Crack!
the top of the shanty.
Wild fired and cut the rope with a bullet.
The cattle thieves were huddled in a corner 0 £ the buildDown catne the man with a thud.
ing, holding t:1'1eir revo_lvers in their hands, but the boy knew
A simultaneous sigh of relief went up from the cattle
-i;hat i:r Charlie came m they would give way instantly and
thieves.
hold up their hands in token of su1Tender.
They knew that the doctor was not hurt much, and that in
So h~ remained !ight where he was, hoping to find out
a little while he would be all right again.
something about Wild and Arietta.
"Well," said Young Wild West, looking at Joe Hardy "do
He did not ~ait long before he found out considerable.
'
The first thing he knew he saw Arietta emerging from you fellows think you have had enough of it?"
"I'm done!" Joe Hardy declared.
the trap doorway.
"I don't hardly believe you, but I'm going to give you the
,As the girl stepped out upon the floor she was followed by
benefit of the doubt. You are free to go where you please.
Wild.
Both had their weapons with them, and then Jim knew that But don't bother us again!"
The villains could hardly believe their senses.
the fight was ovet.
They walked out of the shanty, and, with one accord,
"Hello, there!" he called out.
st~rted for the gully, where they had left their horses.
Instantly _the eyes of the two turned toward him.
Who was it who was clever enough to rope me when I was
The me~ m the corner also looked that way.
caught?"
Dart qmckly covered them with his revolver
"I was ther one what done that," said Hardy.
~'It's all up. boys," said Hardy, as he came ~P the ladder
"Oh, all right. It was a pretty neat thing to do. You are
·
".uon't put up no fight.''
"Hello, Jim!" said Wild, calmly. "What ate you doing up ,not going to leave the doctor in there, are you?"
"We'll fetch his horse over, an' then he kin light out on
.
there?"
"Well, I have been. trying to find a way to get you and his own hook. He's a stranger to us, anyhow.''
Our friends thought it about time to leave now.
Arietta out," was the reply. "But I guess I wasn't° needed
A few minutes later they were mounted and riding away.
'
by the looks of things.''
Arietta rode at the side of her lover, as usual.
"Oh, yes. It is through you and the rest that it has come
"Wild, I was as much frightened as I have been in a long
kbout. You certainly have been doing some shootin£ around
time when I was seized by the villains as I entered the
here"
building," she said. "But when I saw them bring you down
did s_ome of i~ ~ut Charlje has been doing the most."
ih the cellar I made up my mind that it was all Up with us.
yv'ell, Just call him off, will you? We are going out!'
S~r,pose they had taken a notion to kill you right away?"
Jim at once called out loudly:
'Well, they didn't, Et," was the reply, with a smile. "Ii
"I:fey, Charlie, don'.t shoot any more. Wild and Arietta are
conung out. ~ve1;yth.ing- is all right. The cattle thieves have they had done that things would have been bad for them for
Charlie and Jim would not have stopped ·until they had them
made up then mmds that they have got enough"
''!hat'!l right)" crieq Hardy, looking up; "I reckon we ma.de all stretched out."
They reached the camp in due time and found that the cowa big mistake m leadin' yer here "
"H was the trail that ied to a· trap all right" remarked boys had not yet got the cattle in 'shape to move.
Davis Brown was amazed when he heard the story of what
'
Wild, as he coolly walked to the doo.r. '
H~ saw Charlie riding up at a gallop, and, waving his hat had happened.
That afternoon they set out for the trading post.
to him, he shouted:
Brown succeeded in getting a fair price for his cattle when
"Tell them all to come here!"
The cowboys behind_ the bank had heard Jim. 80 they did the post was reached, and he paid his men what he owed them
and had a few dollars over.
not need to be told by Charlie.
Our friends left them here to go to some other place, where
They came around in a hurry and were much surprised to
• they could find something in the line of excitement.
find Wild standing in the doorway.
That wound up "Youn.C\' Wild West's Cowboy Camp," and
"Hardy," said our hero, when all his friends were s;rathered
outside, "fetch your gang out here. I want to look them all hands agreed that the "Trail that Led to a Trap" had tried
them pretty hard while the excitement lasted.
over."
the
in
those
for
called
once
at
gang
the
of
leader
The
cellar to come up.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
Dr. Philander Stalk was the last to obey.
SHOT; OR, ARIETTA AND THE TRAIN
STRAIGHT
nod.
a
gave
hero
A:1 he came out of the do<.l'r our
"You are the fellow I want to see. most of &11." he said. WRECKERS.''

;;i
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FROM ALL POINTS
Or maybe the farm-boy has a hen setting on 15
eggs, in a box high up from the floor. He finds the
hen off after several days, and casually counts the
eggs. Two are gone. Critically examining the
nesting materials, he finds no in.dication that the
hen has broken the eggs. The following day he
·finds a third egg vanished, the second day, two
others gone. Then, suddenly, the trusted broody
hen leaves her nest, "broken up." Rats? It doesn't
seem possible, yet the farm-boy knows the explanation really is rats. They have been practicing such magic in the poultry-house for generations.
How do rats carry eggs? Some time ago the
query was put to the most famous of all American
naturalists, John Burroughs. He admitted that he
didn't lrnow. He had heard an explanation, current
among farmers, but he couldn't say that it was the
correct one.
The mystery of how rats carry eggs is unsolved
"officially" after hundr eds of years of conjecture.
That eggs disappearing are borne off by rats is
proved clearly enough by the discovery of .whole,
uncracked eggs beneath floors, in partitions, and
other hiding places. In farming communities various theories are advanced and every now and then
some one actually claims to have seen the rats at
work. These eye-witnesses of a most unusual thing
say the rat holds the egg between chin and forefeet,
or hugged tightly between the forefeet; that he
tumbles off elevations deftly protecting the egg as
he falls ; that usually there is a crowd of rats about
to drag the egg rat, lying on its back, by the tail
across the floor to the hole.
Others say the rat canies the egg, held between
folds of skin under the chin, without assistance.

DESTRUCTION OF FRENCH RAILWAYS
The French Minister of Public Works, in a recent
report to the Senate, stated that the Germans destroyed a total of about 3,500 miles of single track
railroad; 1,800 miles of narrow gage and local track;
1,500 bridges, culverts, etc., of 12 feet span or over,
and 12 tunnels. ~ost of this destruction was done
on the Chemin de Fer du Nord, which serves districts such as the Somme, Picardy and Flanders
where the fiercest fighting took place.

CAPTURES FAMILY OF WOLVES
Miss Rosa May . POIWers, sixteen years old, of
Richmond, Mo., is the pride of all her. girlish companions and the boys of the town are beginning to
look to their laurels for bravery, for she has set ~
precedent in displaying nerve that even the boys
admit will press them quite a bit to equal, not to
say surpass.
Her particular achievement was to capture ~
mother wolf and her :five little ones. Miss Bowers
noticed the mother wolf in front of a den near her
home and she returned hurriedly to her home, where
she induced her grandfather to accompany her to
the den. He tried to dissuade her from making the
attempt to capture the animals, but she told him that
she was not afraid of them.
Reaching the d~n the girl, small for her age, but
strong and wiry, wriggled her way into the abode
of the wild animals. She first grabbed the mother
wolf and tied it securely in front of the den. She
then carried out the little wolves and started home
with her "catch."
The animals later were killed and Miss Bowerij
was paid eighteen dollars by the county court f orr
bounty on them.
Her feat is the talk of several counties~ and while
it is usually fashionable for other
, . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , g i r l s to follow in the footsteps of
one of their sex who does something
ATI'ENTION, SCENARIO WRITERS!
extraordinary, it is doubtful if Miss
Get the New Book on Scenario ConiJtruction
Bowers has set a fashion that will
be followed by the other girls.
HOW DO RATS CARRY EGGS?
This is a mystery enacted, in one
form or another, annually on tholk
sands of farms 1 and sometimes even
in city homes. The housewife has
an accumulation of eggs ready to go
to market. They partially fill a
wooden crock, set on a box in the
cellar. One evening the contents
are intact; the next day they
have vanished; with not a sigJi
to indicate where or how they have
~o~e.
,
_
~
~-----------------Price 35 Cents Per Copy
By JAMES P. COGAN
of coll$truction and
method
the
in
changes
It contains all the most recent
submission of scenario,.
Sixty Les11ons, covering every pihase of scenarie writinc, from the JD.O.St
elemental to the most advanced principles.
This treatise covers everything a person must know in order to become a
1mccessful scenario writer.
All the newest wrinldeii are clearly explained, and .every known good point
is ahowu, to increase your chance of .iiel!ing your wo1·k.
FOR SALE BY ALL NEWS-DEALERS AND BOOK STORES.
If you cannot procure a copy, send Q.s the price, 35 cepts, ill money or
postage stamps, and we will mail you one, postage free. Address:
L. SENARENS, Number 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y,
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WORKING IN THE SENATE
FROM PAGE BOY TO GOVERNOR
By DICK El J,ISON
'(A SERIAL STORY)
by the applause of many, led by the Doane contingent.
It happened that this speech was at one of the
A FOILED PLOT.
last rallies in Ed's campaign. The crowd was rough
"Your enthusiasm is for my friend, who at pres- and boisterous.
At the conclusion, Walford, with two friends,
ent is the real head of reform in this State. I can
conceive no way wherein I can prove my being started to walk to the depot, which happened to be
worthy of your future support than by doing all. I some two miles from the place of meeting.
For some reason there was no conveyance. Aftercan now to present the claims of Mr. Colger and the
platform he represents. Come now, if you care for ward it was supposed that the usual 'bus or hackmy wishes, let us wind up with a real Colger demon- owned by the coal company-was purposely kept out
stration. Hurrah for Colger! Three cheers for the of the way.
At a place where the road forked, and where the
next governor of this State!"
Ed waved his hat, and so contag10us was his timber was thick, up came a covered wagon drawn
by two horses.
example that the cheers were given with a will.
"Want to go to the depot?" asked some one, probThe campaign went on, and in due time Colger
was elected, mainly through the votes won to his ably the driver, who could hardly be seen in the
side in the coal country, through the popularity of darkness.
"Why, yes," replied Walford, starting toward the
young Walford, the "Boy Orator," as so many were
wagon. "It cannot be far, my friends, and you may
now in the habit of calling him.
Ed went through his appointments, meanwhile, as well go back."
This was to the two accompanying him, and who
and made ready to return to Bairdville, where he
local managers of the rally. Entirely unsuswere
needed.
was
felt that his presence
All through his brief campaign it was almost picious the two shook hands and started to return.
touching to see the way Fred Doane and some of the Walford got in the wagon, which immediately
friends of the Doanes followed him about, often went on.
Scarcely was Ed inside than he was seized by unneglecting their own affairs for that purpose.
"Why do you do this, boys?" asked Walford more seen hands, and thrown down on the floor of the
than once of Doane and others. "I like your sup- wagon.
He struggled violently, but was overpowered,
port, but feel that you are more than repaying me
gagged, and otherwise made helpless.
bound,
brother
your
for the slight service I was able to give
The driver, urging his horse to a high speed, took
in the capital."
"Well, don't you mind us, Mr. Walford," Doane another road from that to the depot, going perhaps
would say. "This is a wild, rough set that comes half a mile further into the woods. Here they
to your meetings, and some among them don't like halted, while the wagon was left in cha1·ge of the
driver.
what you said in the court of appeals."
"Now, you mischief maker," said one in a dis''What would th.at have to do with what I am
guised voice, "we are going to give you what you
saying down here?"
"I don't hardly know, sir. But the corporation ought to have had when you first started in on your
that got our land don't like the notion of having the lying campaign among the miners."
The gag was not removed, and in the darkness
whole thing come up again. T,hey look on you as
the real cause of a retrial, and ' they may try to do Walford could only surmise what this outrage meant.
The words of Doane and his friends flashed
you harm-see?"
Ed die! not see, but he disclaimed there being any through his mind, and he wondered why Fred and
necessity for a fear of. that kind, and thought that the other friendly ones had not made their appearance as usual to go with Walford to the depot.
he could take care of hnnself most anywhere.
Rough hands were already forcing him across a
some
aroused
speech
vigorous
One particularly
derisive groans that were, however, quickly drowned large log, while by the dim light of one partially
CHAPTER XXIII.
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turned down lantern he saw two of them searching
for something which they did not find.
"Confound it! Where are those hickory rods? l
put them here myself not three hours back."
Walford felt a cold sweat breaking out all over
him. Were these men going to whip him? The fact
was even now unbelievable.
But before he could think further, several lights
broke out all round, and a score of figures sprang
into view, while firearms flashed in the light.
"Surrender!" cried a familiar voice. "Seize 'emdon't let one of 'em get away."
Before Walford could realize it he was respectfully
liberated, while his captors, five or six in number,
had been seized, bound, and their masks torn off.
"I hope, sir, they have not hurt you any?" said
Doane, who was at the head of this band of rescuers.
"Not at all. But what does it mean, and how came
you here, my friends, just in the nick of time?"
"Tell you all about it presently. Meanwhile, we
must put these fellows in the wagon and send 'em
back where they belong."
What was Ed's surprise to see the same wagon
drive back, and driven by one of the Doane crowd.
Walford could see that it was the same men-now
unmasked-that had driven it before.
In the wagon were thrown several long rods,
doubtless the ones prepared by the spokesman of
the gang.
"We ought to wear out these rods on your backs,··
remarked Doane. "But you will be dealt with by
law, I guess."
The wagon drove off, with enough of the rescuer"
to guard t]J.e captives. Doane and several more accompanied Walford to the depot, then only a shor t
mile off.
"I suppose you must have known of this attempt?''
inquired Ed of Doane. "I confess that, for a short
time, I wished you all were with me."
"While the meeting went on, sir, Lwas told of this
proposed attempt. I wished to go with you myself,
but the men here who had been warned of the plot,
-aaid I would better let you go, and catch them in the
act. Some of the local guards had removed the
whips. We went ahead, and even the driver they
thought was with them gave them away, though he
drove you here."
"It was a narrow shave," commented Walford.
"What will be done with them? And who are they?"
"They were qired by the same parties that are so
incensed against you for what you did for my
brother. They will be prosecuted, and if your testimony is needed, you can come back. I think we can
do without it myself, for I have known of this for
some time, but did not know just where and when
anything would be done."
"Doane, you are a good man, and you may depend
on me and our own law firm to stand by your
• brother."
"I know that, sir. But here we are at the depot,
and it is about time y ~ train came along. When

you are in Bairdville or at the capital, don't forget
that you have made a lot of true friends down here.
If we vote for Colger it is because we like you and
the principles you stand for, and believe you when
you say that Colger goes in for them, too. Good-by."
The train came in, and the last Ed saw of his
friends they were on the platform waving and shouting for:
"The boy orator and Colver!"
Walford did not have to return, but he learned that
the men were committed for trial, and the lawyer
most busy in defending them was one of the attorneys of the corporation who were the instigators of
the prosecution against Doane, whom Walford had
been permitted to plead for in the court of appeals
Passing through the capital, Captain Dorkins told
him that if he would come down inside of two weeks,
he would be examined before the full bench of
judges, and that Dorkins and Attorney-General Snell
would be the sponsors for Walford's admission to
the bar.
CHAPTER XXIV.
CONCLUSION.

With this pleasing prospect in view, Walford went
on to Bairdsville, where his home reception was even
more pleasing than he had expected. The town
band serenaded him, and the boy orator had to make
another speech, which was in his usual modest vein
Nhen compelled to allude to himself or his doings.
Sweetest of all was his first hour with Edna Baird,
vho, with Maud, his sister, fairly deluged him with
·
30mpliments.
Lonny Baird had given up r;:tcing, sold his horses,
i nd thereby brought to Walford's sister a hope that
Lonny would really reform, steady down, and stick
·:o business.
At the proper time Ed went down to the state cap~
ital, and was examined by Chief Justice Morley and
·1 full bench, and with Dorkins and Snell as his
sponsors:
Edna, with Maud and Lonny, went down with
him.
Of course, he came through with flying colors, and
he and his party were dined that night by the capital
Bar Association.
In the morning he was waited on by a delegation
of miners, with Fred Doane at their head.
"We knew you would pass all right," said Doane,
"and as my brother will be tried again next court,
we were sent up by our labor union to ask you to
take charge of his case, and offer you a retainer of
five hundred dollars."
"Yes, my friends, I wi.ll do what you wish, and
that gladly. But I do not want any advance retainer.
If I win out, you can pay me what you think proper.
I owe some of you much-Fred Doane for instance.
It will be a privilege to def end your brother, for I
believe he is an innocent man."
(To be continued.)
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INTERE STING ARTICL ES
MOTORING IN VENEZUELA
U. S. Consul F. A. Henry advises that there are
about 300 automobiles in the Puerto Cabello district
of Venezuela, chiefly five-passenger cars of American
manufacture which sell at prices from 50 to 100 per
cent higher than in the United States. It is also
stated that while the use of motor trucks will probably increase in the future there are certain conditions which tend to restrict the growth of this trade.
Among these are the scarcity of skilled automobile
mechanics, the enormous prices asked for gasoline,
even though it is produced in the country; the poor
surface of the narrow roads and the low cost and
inexpensive maintenance of pack animals, which are
better suited to the many narrow paths and trails of
the country.

higher and again George was perfectly willing to be
the passengers. More rope wa.s tied to the kite and
his second trip was about six hundred feet up into
the air. At a ·given signal he was hauled to earth,
none the worse for his experience.
Several rpeople who saw the boy waving his h~nd
from the kite thought it wa..e an airplane.

RIVER OF BOILING MUD KILLED 5,000
The awful scenes which prevailed when the volcano of Kalut in Java burst into eruption on May 20,
destroyed twenty-six villages and cauaed a loss of
life estimated by some at 50,000, are vividly described by Miss E. W. Cranen, who has arrived at
Singapore from Sourabaya...
A river of boiling mud and lava which overthe villa1r9 of Blitar, where Miss Cranen
whelmed
RATTLESNAKES
was staying, she saya, was ten miles wide and four
The queerest farm in the Ozarks is that of Miss feet deep.
Rose Ahern and her brother Henry. Several miles
The first symptoms of the corning eruption, Miss
up Indian Creek, in the heart of the rookiest and Cranen said, were sounds like thunder and vivid
roughest part of the hills and bluff21, this brother flashes in the sky. Enormous boulders were. flung
and sister operate what they call their "diamond from the volcano into the lowlands around it for imrattlesnake farm."
mense distances. Th.ere was pitch darkness owing
The principal profits come from the extracting of
poison from the rattlesnakes, which is sold at high to a rain of ashes.
Then came warning to the occupants of the hotel
pri~es to doctors, chemists, and others. Physicians
Blitar that the river of lava and mud was apat
use this poison, after it has been prepared in a scienproaching.
tific manner, for the treatment of epilepsy and other
"We were almost besides ourselves as to what to
diseases. It is known as crotalin.
to avoid a hideous end," she said. Twenty-four of
do
They also get a good revenue from the sale of live
staying at the hotel escaped death in the boilthose
reptiles to museums and traveling shows. The esby fleeing in an automobile driven by the
mud
ing
fat
large,
A
pound.
tablished rate is two cents a
serpent usually brings several dollars. The smaller, wife of the Assistant Resident Commissioner.
According to Miss Cranen the river of mud ran
poorer specimens are killed and rendered into oil.
for three hours and wrought fearful damage to life
and property. It covered the railroad station, buried
locomotives and cars and destroyed virtually
the
RIDES SIX HUNDRED FEET IN BOX KITE
every house in Blitar, Wlingi and Strengat.
George Oaks, eight years old, of Princeton, Mo.,
Mr. Boekhont managed to rescue his wife and
ought to make a good aviator when he grows up, some·of his children, but owing to the velocity of the
but his parents are not anxious that he pull off any mud river was unable to save two of his little ones,
more stunts as he did recently to qualify as an ex- who perished before his eyes. One European, while
pert of air crafts. They still hold their breath when in bed in his house, was carried away and deposited
the memory of the exciting event comes back. Even miles distant.
at that George bears the unique distinction of havA Sourabaya newspaper which places the total
ing experienced a journey into the heavens dangling
from a box kite, and he said the experience was loss of life at 50,000, says fifteen Europeans perished, and that after the volcano subsided the arms
'
exciting.
In company with some other boys he was playing and legs of victims were seen protruding through the
with a small box kite, and when the youths finally mud all over Kediri district, in the vicinity of Kalut.
decided to send up a passenger, George obligingly Many thousands of persons. are repor ted missing.
It is learned that three lava streams flowed from
volunteered. Accordingly he was loaded into a box
volcano, all taking the same course as in the
the
hundred
one
about
up
went
and
kite
a
fastened to
eruptions of 1901. One of these destroyed Blitar.
and fifty feet.
The first venture was so successful that the youth- Government geologists who ascended to the crater
;fgl a..via.tor• decided the kite ought to be lent µp . of Kalut after the eruption foQ.nd it em.pt;y.
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ITEM S OF GEN ERA L INTE RES T
,.
NEW THINGS
Rockers for a chair patented by a Texas inventor
are made of metal, fitted with rubber cushions as
shock absorbers.
The island holding the Eddystone lighthouse is the
smallest bit of all-the-year-a1·ound inhabited land in
the world. ,
Two Missouri investors have patented a harvester
th at has but 125 castings, one chain and a single
operating lever.
Semi-circles of spring steel that grip firmly have
been invented to be placed around the shoe heels to
. .
prev~~t :wear.
. Utihzmg a ~alvanometer, a French ~e1ent1.St has
mvented apparatus for measuring vibrations of
hl1;illan bones and tissues ~ith which, among other
things, he reads a persons pulse more accurately
th an by hand.
.
.
.
Each baffle plate m a new automobile muffler is
flanged and overlaps_ the nt;x:t sect~on, formin~ a
part of t~e outer ~smg, which its ~ventor claims
prevents its becommg loo~e and ratth?g·
A recently_ patented rifle target is composed of
plungers W:h1ch absorb the energy of b~lets a~d
dr~p them mto a rece~ta~le, at the sa.D?-e t_ime regist~rrng the place of their unpact on an urdicator at a
_____
d1.Stance.

'

weak. It was found that sptiraling of the grain or
its slanting to one side was responsible, and in the
specifications drawn up experts stipulated against a
pitch of more than one millimeter in twenty for
stressed parts of an airplane.

GOLD SMUGGLED TO GERMANY
The French police have discovered that for some
time past a gang has been smuggling gold across the
Franco-Ital ian frontier, as much as $40,000 in gold
being thus spirited into Italy in return for Italian
banknotes. The Matin states that this gold is
passed on into Germany.
A man named Grassi is one of the ringleaders in
this illicit traffic. He had undet him a small army
of collectors, who, in their turn, employed cafe and
hotel waiters, horse dealers and men whose ordinary
vocation takes them through the country districts
to tout for gold. Peasant hoarders were offered a~
much as 50 per cent. gain if they would hand over
their gold for French banknotes. Bordeaux, Biarritz, Toulouse, Avignon and Marseilles were regularly worked, the intermedia ries in the case of towns
being generally sec,pnd-hand art and jewelry dealers.
The center on the Italian side is in Turin, and it is
reckoned to have received since the armistice about
$100,000 in gold.
All sorts of tricks are employed to get money over
WHAT MAKES YOUR BASEBAL L BAT BREAK
Crack! . You rise from your seat in the grand- the frontier. Grassi did not despise the methods of
stand. You feel certain that the ball is going into the old cargo runners, and owes his arrest to the
fact that an Englishma n had his suspicions aroused
the bleachers, at least.
Instead of that, you see the ho1·sehide pop up in a by witnessing a mysterious meeting between two
measly little fly right in the shortstop's hands. The men on the shore, one of whom had arrived from the
batter broke his bat-that was why it sounded so Italian side by boat. As for the railway, which is
loud. As he ambles half-heated ly in the general di- also largely used, the Customs officials have not time
rection of fu-st base, you sea him disgustedly chuck to search every ttaveler. The gold traffickers get
a<!ross wearing buttons like ordinary people, but the
the willow to one side.
buttons are 20-franc or 10-franc pieces, covered
as
times
A baseball bat will sustain nearly three
cloth. Others wear broad scapularies doubled,
with
says
weight,
same
the
of
rod
steel
a
as
much weight
the Popular Science Monthly. Why did that infan- in which are sewn several hundred francs in gold.
Others are women, with their dresses, their hair
tile attempt at a hit have to break it?
and their hats lined with the precious metal. Gold
bat
defective
The reason lies in the fact that the
is also secreted inside the outer or inner hatband. A
the
Unless
grained.
diagonal
or
was either spiral
stress on any stick of wood is exerted cross-grain , railway guard has been arrested who made use of
the wood gives way weakly. Stronger than steel in his comparativ e immunity to take gold across the
one direction, it is weaker than corncobs in the frontier.
Another trick employed was the following: Gold
other. Though the bat looked perfect, it contained
a fatal defect. The manufactu rer could have told pieces were laid out in a box which had the appearthis before the varnish was applied, but not after- ance of a book. The bearer, on arriving at Mentone at the French Customs, hid the book under one
ward.
of the cushions, and then got out for his luggage to
Madison,
at
·
Laboratory
Products
Forest
The
Wis., discovered this defect in wood. In the course be examined. A moment after a confederate who
of its work with Sitka spruce and Douglas fir for had been waiting on the platform and had already
I-beams and struts in the Curtiss--De Haviland air- passed the Customs entered the compartme nt and
plane, the experts at the laboratory discovered cer- took possession of the book, and went on to the
tain finished pieces of wood to be unaccountably Italian side, where he had only to hand over.the a-old.
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A PAIR OF STEEL CLAMPS.
By Col. Ralph Fenton.

"Chum, let's go down to the 'Old Ironsides.' I'm
too confounded stupid to study to-night," and casting aside his Lexicon and text-books, he sprang fl'Om
his desk and proceeded to put on his coat and hat.
"All right" I said. "I guess we can pony through
our lessons to-morrow."
Harry Gilmore was not only my chum, but we
were also members of the same class in a university
situated 0'-9, the west side of a noble stream in central
Pennsylvania. The university buildings were situated on an eminence, and commanded a view of the
town and surroundig country.
In a jiffy chum and I were skim.ming along
through the hall on tip-toe to pass the professor's
room, as we were conscious that we were violating
the rules, which required all students to remain in
their rooms engaged in study from seven to nine in
the evening. When once out in the campus, amid
the grand old trees, our sailing was clear, and it
did not require much time for us to reach the side
entrance of the saloon that had been dubbed by the
students by the euphonious sobriquet of "Old Ironsides," on account of the small iron door at the back
or side entrance.
On the evening in question, as my chum and I
entered, we saw a party of students at a table and
among the number a notorious babbling student,
whose people lived in the town, and whose name was
Joe Hammond. Seeing at a glance the presence of
Joe, I beckoned my chum, Harry Gilmore, to another
side-table, and, in the fashion of the English University students, ordered Mike, the waiter, to bring
us a mug of beer and pipes and tobacco. We had no
more than got comfortably seated when Joe arose
and approached our table, rambling with a drunken
incoherence:
"I can lick any New Yorker in the room."
"Sit down, Joe," I mightily replied, "and let's discuss the politics of the day."
"No, I won't, neither. I'll do as I please. I tell
ye I'm going to hammer the daylights out of any
New Yorker in this house before I go home."
I did not at the time look upon this demonstrat ion
as anything more than the idle threat of a man who
had been imbibing rather too freely. Joe continued
to indulge in his threats with greater vehmence,
and stumbling against, and at times over, our table.
At length addressing my companion, he said:
"Who are you, anyway? You're no good," approaching him as if about to strike, when Harry
sprang to his feet, and with one blow of his fist on
Joe's smeller, he sent him flat on his back on the
floor.
After he'd knocked him down, Harry illvited that
chap to stand up and have it out.
Smarting under the stinging blow he had received,
Joe . arose to his feet, vowing vengeance on Harry,

but with no apparent ,disposition t o renew the encounte1·. He knew that when Harry Gilmore's
anger was aroused, and his strong sinewy arms and
fists were in play, there was not a student who could
stand up before him.
Joe Hammond was the son of one of the wealthiest
and most influential citizens of the place. On this ·
account Joe assumed a self-importance among the
town boys that was not based on any of his own
intrinsic merits.
Joe Hammond was the recognized leader of this
gang of town boys. Besides, he was attending the
university. His hatred of Harry Gilmore was increased by the fact that the latter was paying some
attentions to the belle of the place-Mis s Kate Syl
vester, daughter of a· former State Treasurer, who
held a prominent place in the politics and finances of the State, and was associated with the well-known
Camerons in all their political intrigues. Kate was
a handsome, fascinating girl, and although it was
hoped by her friends that a match would be made
between her and t}:le heir of the Hammonds, Joe
Hammond, she repulsed his attentions and addresses
whenever opportunity offered. Not that Joe had
any love for Kate, but it cut him to the quick to know
that she preferred the society of Harry Gilmore
to his.
It was this jealous hatred, covering a period of
some months, that brought about the encounter described in the Old Ironsides.
After indulging in several glasses of beer, I rose
and said:
"Chum, chum, let's go up to the Hill," and I playfully put on his hat, while he took mine. While
passing around a co1·ner, locked arm-in-arm , I received a stunning blow on the head that sent me to
the ground, but my chum picked me up, the blood
streaming down :my neck over my clothes, and led me
into a physician's office. I had received a blow from
a billy, in the hands, no doubt, of Joe Hammond,
who intended it for Harry Gilmore. Our exchange
of hats led Joe to hit the wrong man.
That night Harry and I went to the Hill, aroused
all the students, and_ in less than an _hour sever~l
hundred were paradmg the ~treet Wlth the s~hd
tramp of an army, and clearing every obstruction
that stood in the way. _Every member _of the towngang caught along the lme of mar ch paid dearly for
being out at such an hour.
Months passed by without anything of unusual
note in student life transpiring.
One morning I was suddenly awakened by the
sharp report of a pistol-shot in close proximity to
my room. I jumped out of bed and rushed into the
hall. I heard a groan in my chum's room, and broke
in the door to find him just gasping his last breath.
The students gathered around the form of my
dying friend, and in a low whisper discussed the
probable author of this dastardly crime.
On the floor, near the bed, lay a revolver. One of
the students picked it up, and, on examining it, looked at me, and said:
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"This is Ben Thornton's pistol. It has one empty
chamber."
"Gentlemen, that must be a mistake," I said; •my
pistol is on my stand in my room. I left it there on
going to bed," and I stepped into my room, but could
not find the weapon where I had placed it before retiring. I looked carefully through the drawers and
my pockets, and could not find the pistol, and returned to the group of students.
"Let me see that pistol," I asked of the one who
had picked it up. On examining the ivory butt, I
saw my initials, "B. T.," plainly carved on it.
'l;'o make a long story short, the circumstantial evidence pointed very strongly against me. For some
time a well-known coolness, which had developed
into downright dislike and jealousy of each other,
had sprung up between my chum and myself, and
all because of-this is the strange part of the storythe same Kate Sylvester who had occasioned the
estrangement and bitte1· hatred between my chum
and Joe Hammond.
I had fallen deeply in love with Kate, and she with
me. It was a case of mutual, reciprocal love. She
had returned to Harry Gilmore all the elegant souvenirs he had presented her. He accused me of having used duplicity and other dishonorable means to
supplant him in the affections of the charming Kate.
It became the gossip of the place, and my chum's
whole demeanor was changed toward me. I assured
him that my love for the girl was pure and deep, but
that if she could be induced to reciprocate the affection I felt that he entertained toward her, I would
relinquish all my claim to her heart and hand. But,
as the weeks passed on, Harry saw that his hold on
Miss Kate's good graces were diminishing, and that,
as the leader of society among the young fashionable
people of the town, I was invited, instead of him, to
accompany her.
Without any other clew to the real perpetrator of
the murder of my chum, I was placed under arrest
for the commission of the crime, and lodged in the
county jail, waiting for the action of'the grand jury
to indict me for murder in the first degree. My arrest necessarily occasioned great excitement, not
only in the place, but throughout the country.
My friends hastened to my relief, and upon their
showing that I was held only on foul suspicion, I was
admitted to bail, with the guarantee that I would
appear when wanted.
An ungovernable desire seiked me to unravel the
mystery of this murder. I would leave nothing undone to unearth the true facts of the case.
Our rooms were on the second floo:r, and at the
extreme end of the western wing.
One day, while le::1ning over the sill of the window
at the extreme end f the hall, my eye fell upon some
queer teeth-like indentations in the wood-work of
the sill, about two inches from the edge. It was the
one adjoining the room I had occupied. Glancing
over to the sill of my old window, I saw the same
regular marks, and I fairly trembled with a new
thouir,rht that came into my mind.

I ran down stairs to the outside, measuring the
distance from the ground to the window above with
my eye. In some soft soil that had been thrown
against the foundation wall, and over which vegetation had scarcely begun to grow, were the distinct
impression of footsteps, and I stooped down to pick
up some trifling object..
It was a coat-button. It was of a peculiar pattern.
I had seen the like somewhere, at some time.
One day I stood in the post-office, waiting for the
mail. Nearby stood a group of young men, engaged
in lively conversation, and among their number was
Joe Hammond. I noticed that one of the buttons of
his coat was missing, and instinctively I thrust my
hand into my pocket and brought out the button I
had found beneath my window.
It corresponded with those still on his coat. I
kept my counsel to myself, resolved not to relax my
efforts to get at the bottom of this affair, on which
all my future happiness depended. To go out in the
world, even if freed by the law, with the suspicion
of being a murderer, was unendurable.
"Old Myers," as the boys called him, was the gunsmith of the village. It was of him I had purchased
my revolver, thinking that my life was in danger
from the attack of the town boys. I spent many
hours in his shop chatting with him while he was at
work. One 'day I carelessly picked up .a piece of iron
bent to right angle, of one edge of which were some
sharp teeth. I asked :
"Mr. Myers, what is that used for?"
"It is a clamp," answered the old man.
"A clamp? Of what use is it?"
"There's a pair of them there. They've been lying
around the shop for a long time. Joe Hammond has
had the use of them for some time, and only brought
them back. You see they can put a rope through
this eye, fastening the clamp on anything that the
teeth will hold on to."
"Will you let me borrow them for a short time?''
"Certainly-certainly. Take them. I find no use
for them."
I bid old Myers good-day, and hastened to the Hall.
I placed the teeth to the clamps in the indentations
on the window-sill. They fitted exactly. Quick as
thought the whole plot of the murder mappea itself
before me. The assassin had ascended by a rope
ladder held by these clamps, seized my pistol, committed the deed, retraced his steps, and after descending had taken the clamps off the window-sill
and disappeared.
The evidence I had gathered was promptly laid
before the Faculty, who in turn presented it to the
civil authorities.
Joe Hammond was arrested for the murder of
Harry Gilmore, his trial and conviction followed in
due course of time, and the execution took place in
the very town where the deed was committed. All
the wealth and influence of the Hammonds and the
Camerons could not save Joe from the gallows.
I went on with my studies, graduated, and married
Kate Sylvester.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

An inscrutable dispensation seems to have placed
the greatest mineral wealth in those lands least able
to develop it. Siberia is a case 1n point. The eastern half of that vast domain is exceedingly rich in
mineral deposits, which run the gamut from gold,
silver and precious stones to graphite and salt. In
the UBSUri region, north of Vladivostok, gold is
found everywhere, and only lack of enterprise and
facilities prevents emnsive development. There is,·
indeed, more or less gold in pract ically every Siberian province, though much of it is in deposits of low
con.tent. In the steppes considerable silver is found,
though by no means confined to that region. Good
iron is quite widespread. Coal also is abundant,
some of it excellent in quality. The Attai Mountains are rich in copper, as is the Kirghiz steppe;_
and in other localities a rather low content is compensated by proximity to coal. Most of the metals,
rare or common, occur at one point or another, as
well as various valuable chemicals, oil, mica, asbestos
and graphite. Though diamonds are rare and of
small size, other precious and semi-precious stones,
and some varieties of marble, are found in workable
quantities. Present workings are insignificant compared with the supply.

At the height of the war Army Ordnance had upon
its books about $14,000,000,000 in contracts completed or to be completed. At the Armistice 24,199
contracts had not yet been completed. Had they
been carried on they would have cost the Government
GRINS AND CHUCKLES
$6,000,000,000. The Director of Munitions reports
that the total claims on these cancelled war contracts,
He--So your husband has given up smoking'?
settled and unsettled, will amount to $700,000,000.
That wants a pretty strong will. She-Well, I've
got one.

........

The Interstate Commerce Commission quarterly
accident bulletin of March 31st, 19;19, showing the
:r:ailroad accidents in the United States for the third
quarter of 1918, states that in train accidents 848
people were killed and 2,147 injured. If that rate
prevailed for a whole year, it would result in a total
of 1,392 killed and 8,538 injured: For a period of
17 months, which was the time we were in the war,
these railway accidents would produce a toll of 2,088
killed and 9,980 wounded, which means that for
every 24 United States soldiers killed during the war,
the United States railroads alone killed one citizen.
Government control of railroads evidently is as dangerous as it is extravagant.

Heck-I suppose you always let your wife have
the last word. Peck-Yes, and I'm tickled to death
when she gets it.
"Why don't you eat chowder, Mr. Hallroom ?"
asked the boarding-house mistress. "Is it cold?"
"Yes," replied Mr. Hallroom, "cold but not clammy."
"Well, did the boss give you a raise?" "No." "Not
even when you told him you had grown gray in his
service?" "No ; he merely gave me the name of a
good hair dye."

Grover-That long-haired man who just went out
must be a music crank. Customer-Why do you
The New York Edison Company had to meet the think so? Grocer-He insisted that I only give him
largest demand in its history as a result of a sudden four beets· in the measure.
storm which struck Manhattan Island a little after
4 o'clock on the afternoon of June 20th, according to
"This check is doubtless all right," said the bank
Elecfmical World. A heavy fall of rain and a thun- cashier politely, "but have you anything about you
uerstor:m brought the darkness of night to parts of that would serve to identify you?" "I have a mole
the island. Shortly after the storm broke the sta- on my left elbow," faltered the pretty girJ.
tions, which had previously been generating about
250,000 horse-power, were called upon to supply a
"Mamma," said her boy, "I just made a bet."
demand increased to 425,000 horse-power. The
was it?" she asked. "I bet Billy my cap
"What
change, in suddenness, percentage and magnitude,
two shoe buttons that you'd give me a penny
against
than
more
of
history
the
in
precedent
without
was
thirty years, yet every part of the system met the to get some apples with. You don't want me to lose
my cap, do you?" He a-ot t4e penny.
exigency without failure.
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A FETV GOOD ITEMS
1,400 years it kept those hordes at bay, in the main,
and is just as good and firm and strong as when put
in place. How one feels while standing on this vast
work, scrutinizing its old masonry, its queer old cannon, and ambitious sweep along the mountain crest.
In speechless awe we strolled or sat and gazed in
silent wonder. Twelve hundred miles of this gigantic work, built on the rugged, craggy mountain tops,
vaulting over gorges, spanning wild streams, netting the river archways with huge, hard bars of
copper; with double gates, and swinging doors and
bars set thick with iron armor-a wonder in the
world, before which the old-time classic seven wonders, all gone now, save the great pyramid-were
tops. An engineer in Seward's party here, some
years ago, gave it as his opinion that the cost of
this wall, figuring labor at the same rate, would
mo.r e than equal that of all the 100,000 miles of railroad in the United States. The mater ial it contains
would build a wall six feet high and two feet thick
straight around the globe. Yet this was done in
\
only twenty years, without a trace of debt or bond.
FIGHT GIANT FISH FOUR HOURS
Three members of the Asbury Park Fishing Club It is the greatest individual labor the world has ever
off Brigantine Shoals several days ago were hooked known.
to a giant fish of unknown size and weight and after
an exhaustive battle in which each man took turns
BEAVERS IN MONTANA
at the rod the fish escaped. A movie camera man on
is not shr where he is not hunted and
beaver
The
the scene recorded the fight.
The fish was hooked by William P. Richmond of acquires confidence in a friendly watcher sooner than
Spring Lake, and for four hours he fought the fish. any other animal I know. Strangers or unusual
Becoming exhausted he turned the rod over to Van clothes on a person to whom they have become accusCampen Heilner, also of Spring Lake, who held the tomed alarm them, though, like dogs, they can apparrod and tried to bring the fish in. That struggle ently identify an acquaintance by scent.
lasted for half an hour and then Frank Stick, who
The beaver's sense of smell is very acute, for he is
once fought a fish for eight hours at New Inlet, took able to scent a man two hundred yards away, and his
hold.
eyesight is also most keen, but he seems to be dull of
The fishermen not meeting with success, a skiff hearing when at work, and I have often walked to
was launched in the surf with the angler in the bow ·within a few feet of one while he was cutting wood.
in the hope of recovering some of the 2,000 feet of Their method of warning · each other of danline which the fish took frpm the reel..
ger is by slapping or "smotheting" the water with
In crossing the outer bar, however, where a heavy the long, flat tail which is so charadcridic a feature
sea was breaking, the skiff capsized and the monster of the animal and which not only helps him in swimfish escaped.
ming, but is used for carrying mud. If a large animal appears at a place where beavers want to work
or feed the lattcl· will often "smother" the water
THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA
continually, one after another joining- in, till the inPekin
a
"China abounds in great walls," remarks
correspondent in a recent letter; "walled c·o untry, truder is scared away. I have had a thorough wetwall cities, walled villages, walled palaces and tern- ti11g at night while watching a pond through the
ples-wall after wall and wall within wall. But the splashing made by this trick.
I saw my first beavers in the Musselshepp river in
greatest of all is the great wall of China, built 218
At first they dived whenever they became
Montana.
well-hewn
of
slabs
great
of
era,
our
years before
stone laid in regular courses some twenty feet high, aware of my presence, but after about three months
and then topped out with large, hard-burned brick, they paid no attention when they scented me, and in
the ramparts high and thick and castellated for use six months they would swim around or cut bushes
of arms. It was built to keep the warlike Tartars ·within a few feet of me. In fact, they repeatedly
out--25 feet high by 40 thick, 1,200 miles long, with stole my fishing poles cut from green willows until I
room on top for six horses to be ridden abreast. For learned to us.e dry ones.

PE1:.,l,.1.1.,_ ,:ED A RATTLER TO ATTACK HIM
Cleveland Harrison, thirty-two years old, a citizen
of Colbert County, Alabama, is dead after two days'
suffering from the bites of a rattlesnake at a meeting of the so-called "Holy Rollers" near Tuscumbia.
He permitted himself to be bitten to prove that God
will save those who trust in Him.
The minister stated there was in the congregation
one who had such great faith that he would allow a
rattlesnake to bite him, feeling sure he would be
immune from the poison, as St. Paul at one time was
immune from the bite of a serpent.
. Harrison accepted the invitation, .and a box .fi'.Olltaining a rattlesnake, measuring three or four inches
around was opened in view of the congregation.
Harrison caught the snake just below the neck and
it struck him five times in rapid succession on the
arm between the elbow and the wrist.
Harrison was at once seized with sickness and
after lingering two days died.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
THREE-FOOT POCKET SAW
A Yankee doughboy has recently brought home a saw
which he captured from a German. The saw is an ingenious
tool made of small links of very
high-grade steel, provided with
S h arp t eeth , It WI'11 rea d'l
1 Y CUt
a way through a wire entanglement, or it will f el1 a tree in a
few minutes. When stretched to
the limit it measures a yard, but
folded it will fit into one's
pocket. - - - - - - - 62 YEARS· TO GO 70 MILES
'_ he French mail service
proudly claims the record for
postal tardiness. A letter posted
in the village of Beyshac on June
15, 1857, reached the address to
which it was consigned in the
town of Clermont-Ferrand on
June 10 last. It had taken sixtytwo years to travel some seventy
miles.
Both writer and addressee, his
wife, are dead. In the letter he
advised that their son be admonished to devote more attention to
his studies. The schoolboy in
question is now seventy-six years
old.
~---RESCUER A NEIGHBOR.
Louis Brower, of the 126th
Ambulance Corps, while visiting
his parents at Mason, Mich.,
was introduced to a boy in uni-

OLD COINS WANTED
$2 to $500 El.A.CH paid for Hundreds et
Coins dated before 18U5. Keep AL.L olll
Money. You m.ay ham Coins worth &
Large Premium.
Send l0c. f?r Nevi
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4:1:6.
Get Posted at Once.

$

form on crutches. This was
William Barber, one of 37 men OLA.BBilB COl!N 00 .. BOl< SL Le Bor, lll . ._
of his company who survived a
day's bitter fighting in the ArFUN AND AMUSEMENT
gonne Forest. Barber looked at
oH, BoYr ANYBODY cAN
Brower and said: "You look ~ FOWLS,
Now IMITATE BIRDS.
ANil\IALS, STEAMfamiliar to me. I believe you
BOAT WHISTLES, Musrn~L
h
fi
ld
INSTRUMENTS,
with
helped carry me off t e e
mouth and bands. ETC.,
Ne1v !>ook,
111
when I had my foot badly
"Mlm.lory •implifted" < u 5 tr&ted), rev-1.s bow. ~ur~r,swounded by shrapnel." Brower
1.D.,:1,- easy.
s1 1m1ta~rnn•
recalled the incident. Both boys
, ...
;:d:;:t~~,P"stpaid.
lived in this part of Ingham
weLn" NOVELTY oo., Dept. 1.
County, but had never pre- ___..:.N:..:e.::.....:.:u:.::..._1w_._i_a_d_s_t._,_N_._x._ __
viously been acquainted.
THE TANTALIZER PU&ZLE.
l
Consists ot one hor •
SWAM FOR BRIDE
~1~;a1pi8:c~ J:V;;~g~y:
George McKeehan, a returned
~shiii~n1:!;a\h~!n~~~n sua~~
OVerseaS Veteran, Wa5 escaping sembled it Hems utterly impossible to get
across the Connausauga river, f~e1': :!r~rt~a~~~ !~c!~11;1fs~ld. th lb,'i~rei!~0
hotly pursued by the father of a a brain twister. Prlce lOo by mail, post·
paid, with <l!re~ti(lns.
girl he proposed making his FRANK sMIT.H, ,21 w. 134th st., New York.
bride, when the boat capsized.
BL.I.CK-EYE JOJ[E.
McKeehan. swam back to shore
New and amusing }oker. The
with the girl caught and righted
'f11:tlm Is told to hold the tube
close
to his eye so as to exclude
the overturned boat and cleared
all 11.i:ht trom the back, and then
to
remoTe
the t.be unt!J pictures
it of water. Then putting the
appear· 1n fhe center In trying
girl in the boat, he took the painto locate the pictures be will receive the finest black-eye you
ter and swam across with it in
ever 5aw. We f1unlsll a small
box of blackenin11; preparation
tow. The couple, in a much bewith each tube, so the joke can
draggled condition, made the
be used in detlnltely. Those not
in the trick will be cau.i:ht every
residence of "Squire" John L. time. Absolutely
harmle11. Price, by mail.
Henton and were married before lllo each : a tor He.
WOLF:.- NOTELTY 00., 111 W. 134 St •• N. Y.
the father arrived. The family
of Judge Henton supplied dry
TRI0X OUP.
clothing after the ceremony. Made of aatural white wood turned, with
two compartments; a round, black ball fits
The father of the bride decided on thos\ compartments; the other is a stationary all. By a little practice you make
there was no use opposing such the
black ball Yanish; a great trick novelty
a determined youngster, and for- and immense seller. Price l0c, postpaid.
WOLFll' NOVELTY CO,, 188 W. 23d St., N, Y.
gave the couple.
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''MYSTERY MAGAZINE'' ''Movine
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers--48 Pa1ea of Reading-Great
Authors-Famou~ Artists--Fine Presswork
I.t contains exciting and mysteriou11 detective stories, eketehea.
novelettes, serials and a lara;e &DUl\Ult ot ether interesUlla man.r.
Order a copy from th1a llst.
- ~ T E S T IHVJll8N.,
No.
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.Allan Arnold. Fox.
32 THE C O U N T :Bl It I' ll l 1' 19 THE STAIN ON PAGJl '1.
by Charles T. Jordaa.
HEIRESS, by !upecter z.
'8 THEl MASKED MYSTlllRY,
Harrigan.
l!:r Pollile Se,•eaat Kell7t
83 TRACKED TO CHINA, •:t
'1 THEl BLACK SOUL, DJ'
Chief Roa;er O'Blii-.
Beulah Po111.te~.
M AFTER THE 0111 R lll.4 N '2 SANCTUARY,
by Willlam
SPIES. by ld:117 H&lae7
Hamilton Osborne.
ler.
'3 TI;IE MYSTERY OF '1.'lJ.lil
BG THE CLUE IN THE BOX.
SEVEN
SIU.DOWS.
b7
b7 .A.lexu4er Do.clu.
Charle• 'M'. Ouraler.
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The Famou.e Detective Story Out To-day in No. « la
''THE SIGN OF THE DRAGON," by C. Martin Eddy, Jr.
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Put an End to
CATARR H
tlead Noises, Hay Fever, Deafness
t\n Old Physician's Genuine
Remedy that Hits the Spot
Amazing benefits a.re
being reported by persons who suffered from
catarrh, p'ersistent
cold& in tM head, and
many who were troubled by head noiau
and difficuU hearino
due to same cause; also
ha11.-fev~r and rose cold.
A noted physician
Dr. Bk>sser, has
a combinationofher
-fra~ant, 10othin1t and hea.lin&-to be 1mok
in a pipe, ci"a.rette, or by burninit in a 11p_oo1:1.
Inhale the wholeaome medicated vapor. Look
for quick, happy relief. , ,
! The remedy Is harmles1; it contain,, no tobaooo
or other deleterious druf!S. No stomach doa, :
pleasant herbal relief directed toward ·a ocm te
cure of irritation, disohari:e•, offenaive odor, f 11
of muoua into throat; also buazing, roarln.r, riA 1na
or other distrcasinr head eouud• and hcarmr tlloulty due to ever obnox1ous and health inj urin1 catarrh. Rid 7.our1eU of it. Enjoy l, • I
Dr. Blosser says also
you ehould keep some o/
thia 1moking compound
ready to aid in preventini: the dreaded inftu~nza.
While enj oyln1 the pleasant . amokina beneli*, you
may fave your lite, 10
don't be neall&ent.
You may obtaiD a proof package of tpis
potent herbal remedy, incluclinit holder, pipe
and cigarettes (so you may uae any form you
E_refer) by sendin11: only 10 eta., allveroratampa,
Tlat Blosser Company, CA-10.f, Atlanta. Ga.

foffid

Pini and r....,._'F ........
trf. . .r.-Re!odlati UallalW.

,,,

WILL STOP THB MOST VICIOUS ·D00 .fOR
MAN} WITHOUT PERMANENT INJURY.

BOYS

Have great fan with the WIZARD PISTOL. For sniping
does, cats, hooligau, elackera, luJbon--..nd for having a
lot of fun with JOKES. The W.iard Piaiel ia harmless, although it
certainly does puzzle ana worry the one that is hit. We have aeen
one boy frighten away a whole crowd of rou,rh-necsb by using one of
these Wizard Piatols. Prlee, pestpaid, 60 ceata; two for Sl.00. Sent
anywhere. lilnelon stamps or ouh.

ALBRO SO~IETY,lac., AF-103, Stati11 F, New Y1rk, N. Y.

60 Days'Trial

Cauaed

BOOK ON

•1;___,
·~

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
Kall.. IN• i. ..,. aur.. 1'7
Ole ,btll.er

.!1111erica'1
Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dec Medieines 118 Weat 31st Street, New Yerk

VICTORY TOY CANNONShoots Ilka a real one. Absolutely harmle11. Send
15 cents In ' coins, and cet th• VICTORY CANNON.
co1nplete with &mmun1Uon tor <1nr 100 ahota. Po1t.D.s-•
3 cents extra.. Thll lnclude1 m1mbenb.1p in Club 1howi".r:~ 70\l how you can ma.lee eu7 money 1n YO\ll' I.P&r•
Umo.
KREW SUPPLY COMPANY
Dept. A, 1335 N. Clark St.
CH ICACO. ILL.
DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES.
lllG PIIOflTI.

lend c,nl7 11 conll In eub er 1tam1>1 and 10Ul' walJt
mouuremOllt. ll'J)Ga ncolpl w• 1hall lmJa..Ualol7 11nd
Jou a OenulJlt leden .IC11olr10 Btlt. Ia a tow hoUH

It will nach Jtu bJ pn,11 JOit. If JtU Ulct It pa,
th• po1tman enl7 U. 1G, and a Bolt or UO nluo will
bt 7our1. W11r !ht Belt fer It du1, and If 1atlalltd,
recommend l& te your frleud1, It not 11tll!led, return
th1 Bolt to u, lmmedlate17 and Wt lhall return your
money u 1oeo u the Jlelt reachea ua. If J'IU 1u~tr
from debU1t,y, ltackache, rheumatllm, d71pepsta, or U1J

trouble due to • run-da"tB. 111tem. thla la au o:PP0?•
lun.lt, you 1hould 1101 mlH. Tht Sanden B:ucult:a: Bell
lJ th• boat In lh• world, and tht titer wt malct lJ
ab1olutel7 a:onuln•. Unelt Sam •111 ,.. that Wt our,
II out an, lhal ,eu art protooted.

The Berculex Co., HH B'way, New Yerk, Dept. I.

Summer Dangers of Fat People
Liability to Collapse, Heart Failure, SUBStroke, Etc.
Why continue to suffer with summer
heat because you are bloated with fat?
Apart from the unsightliness and discomfort, you are risking your life. You may
not live through another summer l.! you
neglect curing your over-stoutness now,
relieving your Internal congestion.
Determine right now that you wlll take
off' whatever you need to-and stay
normal in size with the benefit o! better
health, cheerful disposition, attra.ctlve appearance and the joy ot knowing tba.t
YOU have conquered a. grea.t victory over
lite shortening obesity In a. comp&ratlve!y
easy manner.
Eat all you need; don't take tedious exercise or sickening medicines, but co to
the dru11; store and &-et a small bos of

BAD BREATH

ol! ot koreln (In capsule•); take at: mealtimes and follow the other simple rules
that come with the box. Book "Reduce
Weight Happily'' m&Ue( to you tree, 1n
plain wra.pper, lt you write to Koreln
Company, NH-101, Station F, New York
Clty. Become slender and a.ttractlve !
J,.. reduction avera.slng one pound dally
1s often reported by thla system, while
In obstinate cases the fa.t does not dlslnte&"rate l!IO rapidly. · .A cua.ra.ntee ot $100
ls ottered that the use ot oil of koreln
and observance of simple rule• will reduce your wel~bt ten to a!xty pounds, or
mor-juat wha.tever 111 neceaaary to bring
you down to a good ti.cure. Make this a
happy year. Surprise and delight yourself
and trlend1I Show others thia a.dv't.

br

Acid-Stomach
Bow oan anJ'one with a Io a r. •III r
atom a ch, who la cop1t&11'1J' btlelllill1 bu
heartburn and 1uffer1 from ladlg11tloll nan
anythlna but a bad breathf All ol lhHI
1tomach dh,order1 meaa J111l one UlillaAcid.Stomacb.

~

EATONIO, the wonderful DIW - - remedy In pleaHl!t tullnr tablet form &!lat
you eat like a bit of caadJ. brln11 qulak
relief from theee 1tomach ml11rlea. l:ATOJflO
nrenena the breath beo•u,e ll malre1 &be
etomach nnet, coot tDd comfortable. Tr, b
for tliat na&IJ' tute, conretted throal 11114
"hesdy feelln1" after too much 1molrlnr.
If nerlec&ed, Aclcl-Stomach 111aj oaun Jill
a Jot of 1erlou1 trouble. U lead1 to 111"oa.n111. hia4aJpee, IDeomnla, melancheHa. r111.uat11m, 10lallca, heart lrouble, uleer aid
cancer of the 1tomach. It mallet l&J .UlloU
of Tlc&tm1 wealr and ml1erable, ll1Ue11 laoll·
lnr In enerr7, all tired out. 11 oftea 1erlap
aboul cbronlo tnvalldlam. premature old are,
a ehortenlnr of one•, days. 1
You need the help that EATONIO can rive
you If you are not feeling U 1tronc allll
wall al 'fOU aboQ!d. You will be 1ur11rl1ed
to eee how much better you will feel jue& u
goon a1 you bertn taking thie wonderful
stomach remedy. Get a bir 50 cent box froai
your dru11t1t today. He will retura 7our
•onay If J'OU are not aatlsfled.

SORE LEGS HEALED
Open Lees, mc,ra, Enlarr•d VellU. :mer.em& healeo
trhile you work. Wrlte for book "Row to Heal Ml
Sore Lep at Rome:• Deacrtbe 1'0Ul' cue.
~ c. LIEl'lt, 1457 llrNa IIIQ' Anou-. llllwaukM. WII

Blindness

Tobacco

DOME TO THE

..i.lthougll tobacco doe11 not seem to do any

harm to some, many are injured by smok·
tng or chewtng. One serious form ls amaurosts, a nervous bl1ndness. Heart failure,
~aµcer, nervous breakdowns. etc., are at·
tributed to tobacco, A book telllng how to
overcome the addiction of smoking, chewing
or snutr uelng, easily and quickly, will be
malled free by the au·thor, Edward J, Woodi,
TE-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.
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WIOVIES''
At My Hausa-To-night

50,000 Boys -Made Happy
Read These Letters
From Happy Boys:
•how• Olou Picture•

=i lfiv~ga;:~~e L!~~~e~

I have l>cen Yery slow In eend.!

few weeks ago and I think It ls

tu~O:~i
fu!~ •,.1! -;~uth~1S 1t
would. I am ,,.e ry proud of it.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

11

There~~ onr 2000 illontratlonll(ot Piamo114,, Watch11, Jewelry, etc. Whatnor t-.i ~oleot will lo• ..Ill. all eltlppliw elW's•• pro11ala.
Y.• •H ••• •xamlH Ille utl•I•
la rou~ ewn llan411f,.
Atfd,_, pay 'IO.-ftftlt ef JIUtohpe
p .. an4 ~-~P lt1 balance dlvlhd late e!Cbt
«iul a111.-afttl, payule moutl1b,
LIHRTY aONDS ACCIIPTID

1

I th&nlc you very much for lt
aDC! I run rlad to h""• It. I
e&v1 an entt)rts.tnment two
daya after I /iot It. Leopold

~:iT.it_ A_\\lDJJl1U l,.ve.,

llf!lltl His tor 1>10.00

•nd Ord•-d AIIIDtflw""

Watches
Our
o,w.,.
Wai.h"' !.

8ome time aao I Rot one of

7our Machin-. and I am very
mucb pleased wltll It. Alter
worklDi It for about a month I
101<1 It tor $10.00 to a trtend of
mlDo. He bao It and entertains
hl8 laml!y nlgbtly. I bave DOW .
decided to ~et anou..r one of
N. if.i:~ba.el

ll\11•tr•tea

and duor!bll:II • :I •tand..
0
0 1

anf 5"Jd

0

:;m ea•••·
;:r~
filled

~:a~~:..::r::lwa\~l!;

~~tf"w~

on credit terms as low as

$2.50 a Month

Special Bargains
Phu,,ond La Val•
llerq • • • • S10up
'1j!la7·DL~ond Bollta!ro

Diamond Rinse

Snutlful Genalae DlaIDO_!!d Rlup an7 ; I •
1'~X aoHd told mouD n,r

wonderful value,at

as:

75 "'
01.!:~"J-~f;:•
Month Rlns1 • • a ap

D)amond

D!amond

• • T •P

I 25 op

Bi:::~~
blk~ 13~g
Wriat Watch.. • • 20 up

$,50_,S7&, $100 and upi
EAaY C EDI
ERM
w..tehes, Gold J'llled 15 up
WE HAVE BHN IN BUSINESS OVER 60 YEAR.

IfTis

Bt"HCO. rm

The National Credit J111w1ler1

I,. 117
108 N. -t• St.
.,.:.:.0 =;,.:!"~nu

h,C.

Men Back fpom Wa•MenWhoWant More Mone,Mtention!

1

A Real

a-,,_,. Thq

would not ewap 111lne for it.

:i it::ofu~?ob:r~{or:re
OrMDboro, N, O.
0

Bem•mlter, thll 11 a Genalae
llo~las raetllff lllacbla• aad th•

motloa pletur• .,. olear,
dlatlnot.

The

Mo'riq

l'leture

a . ,•.a.

IIIJa,;,hln•
I amlllo" nbout turolnf In my
thwa· to you, but my Movwg
PlotuNJ Maelilna lo all rtab,. I
!Jave had It a long time and It
bu not been broken :yet. I
have..,.,,. a $12.00 Machine but

Mavln11 ,
l'lotilre
Shaw In
Your Own Homa
aharp

ua

M!'•hm• la

bely oonatructed, aad oanfully put to·
1•ther by •kllled worltu..L
h la made el
Ruealan Metal, haa a buutlful 8alah, and la
operated by a finely oonatruoted meohaJl!am, oollliot·
in1 of an ei1bt wheel mo·Hment, ete. The proleotln1
l e - are aarefolly ll'OUnd and 11d.luated, triple poliahod,
•t1Hidard doubl• extra reffeotor throwina; a ray of licbt
many feet, and enlarJibl the p1oture on the ooreon up
to U1re0 or four feet an area. Th• liiiht 11 produced by
a llllfoty O&Tb!de eenorator, euoh u LI uaed on the lar1·
ut automobllee. Thia throw• a ola11liD1 white li1ht ~,
llOO oandl•power on the 1oreen.
h la not a toy; It le 11 101idl,r oonatrncted and durable
Mo,da, Picture Maobln11. Tbe meohanl1m t. uceedlDsl:I' 1unple and ill readily operated by th• moa• inn·
perlenMd. Th•_ piotur• 1how11 by thlt nu1nelou1
Movi~ Pioturo M11chlne are not th• oommon, crude
,md I eleM Ma1io Lanfera T"riety, but aro lll.-lik• photograph o reproduotlon1 of aotual aoenes, pll\CH and_ poople,
wh1oh never tire ita audienou. Thie MovinJ Pioture Ma.hl.u
h~ oa111ed • rowoin11 entbuaiaam wherever it Ii u ..d.
)Thia MoTina: Picture Machine whleb I want to HDd
you FREE, sivea oloar alld life-like Mo~b•1 Ploturea •• ,-re
ehown at HY re1war M0Tla1 Picture 1bow. h luhu
movlna: picture• on the ah'"'t beforo you. Thia Maohlne
and Box of trllm an FREli:-ab1oh,1taly
to enry boy In thla land ,tho want• to write for
H Outllt, fro• \o 1lrla aad froo t• elder pooplo. _ Bea,l MY OFFE.lit below, which ahow• you
how w 1ot thla Maneloua Maohlae. ,
"'1,
l

fr••

How You Oan Get This Great Moving Picture
Machine-Read My Wonderful Offer .ta You

HERE IS wb"\ you ara to do In order to set thla am1.1in1 Movia1 Picture Maohine and the real
Movin1 Plotures: Send your name and !lddr.._that ill all. Write name and addreu very plainly,
Mail to-day. As 1000 u I reoolvo it I will mall :,oou IO of the moat beautiful premium picturea you
eTer 1aw-all brilliant and ,himmoring oolora. Those piotures are printed in many oolora and
amolllt, the titl .. are 1uch •ubjeotl u "Bet111 R•u Jl•1r.inv 11.. Fir.t Ammcan Flav"-'"W a,Mnglon at
Hom,, "-"Ball/•., Lalt:, Brio," ,le. I want you to 'diatribute these premium icturee on & apecbl
~ent offer amon1 the people you' know. Wit.. you
h&ve diatributed the 20 premiu:n picture• on my liberal
~
offer you will have colleoted S6,00. Bend ihe
Sfl.00 to me and I will lmmedi&tely aead you
FREE the Moving Picture M"ohlne with oolll• - ~
Cootl for Morine Plctu.re Offer
plet,e Outfit and th• Bo:r o( Film.
·
8Jmpl7 out out thle J'ree Coupon,
&t,&GO or theH maclll11J• Ila•• made
pin It to a ebeet of 11aper, man to me
H,Ut b<>y1 happy. An1wer st ••.,..
,rltb 7our name ud ad11reos wrlti:en
. . lllle lh,t tu :roar c.wa •• tet _._
l)laJnl!', and I will lllDd 70u 'ile Ill
M. CROl'TON, 5,,Qy.,
Fle$\lr• '" onN. .l<ldre. ~ '
W. 411M Str..t, Dept,2118., Now Terlc
M. CROFTON,

I,.

PLEASE
USE
COUPON

ree

Q

oupon
Seer.;

W'l',6/WSl.,D.I. 21iS,,Nnl•

EE ! Baldness

Conquered

Write today

for a free trial
bottleofD.D.D.
If you have ec•
zema, paoria•
els. rlnaworm,
pimples, aealea,

rashea, or any

akin ailment.mild
orviolent, D.D.D.
will brin,; you fn.
atant relief. It Is
a ecientific compound of oil of
winterareen,
glycerin ancs
otherinereaients.
This prescription
is known to akin
apeclalists to be
unlq_uely auccess•
ful m the treat•
ment of akin
diseasea. Write
today for tree
trial bottle.

D.D.D.

The Stanclarcl Skin Remecly
D. D. D. Is the logical remedy. It ls a pene-

tratin11-liqaid. It worka ita wa:, rlebt Into the tiny
pores where the 4iaeue aerms are lodced. and

...n. If.•t~· 1:~1-~::.tr-:::
~er;oc,.t !m&1t8
1:·:,-:
reot.
brlotr cool comfort
bitioe, ltcb,
1

PIICt

RECIPE MAILED FREE

12c.aiLva•_o•L•-BIG Fu
BOYS li':..~Pf:f:i!l~,,.. J!.l'11Bon11

.A 'feteran buslneas man, almost completely bald, who had tried pumerou•
tonics, lotions, shampoos, etc., without
benel'lt, came across an Indians' recipe by
which he ,:-rew a. complete crop ot luxuriant hair that he now possesses.
Otherl!-men and women-have reported
remarkable hair ,:-rowth by the same
method. Whoever wishes the recipe may
obtain It tree by wrltln,:- to J'ohn Hart
B•lttaln, BC-601, Station F, New York,
N. Y. Or the recipe with a testing box
ot the preparation, postpaid, tor 10 cents,
atamps or silver. This ls a. ,:-enuine otrer and
wlll prove to be just what you ha.ve !teen
aeeklns. Show others this advertlaement.

IIARVEL MFG. CO.. Dt,t. 13, NEW HAVEN. CQJI!.

A maarfc trick DO'felly FllE• with each X Ray.

ACROMATIC TEl,ESCOPE
~~11,.,.41v ~e411l9BIIII .

e

Worth Weight m Gold

If :,on are seekfn,r a sennlne lnvlsorant• man's tonic-you may place re!lance upon
Wooda '\'l,ror Tabnlea. A wonderful stimulant and sustainer. Used b:, m".n who know
what's what. A box coats 60 cents or $1.00,
postpaid and you are llkely to HY that
ever:, ta.bule ls worth lta w"ltrht IA trold to
you. .AddreH: Edw. J. W••4•, T.A-103,
Statl•n P, New York, N. Y.

and
it wiR
Now you can get D. D. D. In a amall trial bottle
Write today, Huncb:Clda of e,eteful Deople ali
over the world are recommendina- it te tbefr

tt::,dbiit ~r; !~~'G:~~:n't':L:1~ n.., 11
0

•

,I'

Write Today

Far Free Trial Baffle

•o

Do this today, For a limited time only we
It because we lmo1'
will make tbla o«er. We
that 0. D. D. wUI do tho aame for :,011 that It baa
done for othon,, Send for D. D D. and ... MOil q

~fPfl;j;_ toE!~!.:af:l~~.!~\!t:~:,;:::.,, 1:t
packina

and mailing, Send today wlthont fall.

O D. D. D. LaboratorlH

3145 E. Ravenswood Parle. Dept.

2661.Cblcaro

"I am e~hty-three years old and I doctored
for rheumatism ever since I came out ot the
army, over l50 years ago. Like many others, I
spent money _freely tor 110-called 'cures' and I
have read about 'Uric .Acid' until I co•ld al·
most taste lt. I could µot aleep n1ithta or walk
without pain; my ha.nd, were 10 sore and 1tur
I could not hold a pen. But now I ara aealn ln
active business and can walk with ease or .write
all day with comfort. Friends are surprised at
the chanee." You Dligbt juat u well attempt
to put out a fire with 011 as try to aet rld ot
your rheuIJ:1.atl.em, neuritis and like complaints
by taklnit treatment 1upposed to drin Uric
Acid ovt ot your blood and body, It took Mr.
A,ebelman tltty yeara to tlnd o•t the truth. He
learne4 how to set rid ot the trse cause of bia
rlt-euma.tlsm, other disorders e.nd recover bis
1trenath trolll "The Inner Mntertes," now
belDe dl1trlbuted free ·by an authority who dented onr twenty years to the 11clentlllc atud:,
of this troiible. It any reader of this pllper
wl!lllea "The Inner Myaterles ot Rhe•matiam"
overlooked by doctora and scientist., tor centiJriestast, simply send. a postcard or letter to
H.P. earwater, 534-C Street, Hallowell, Maine.
w, lest you forget! If not a 1utterer
Send
your1el.f, c•t out thl1 n11ttce and hpd tltla arood
new• ud opport-.nity to 10:iae att1cte4 friend.
All whe aend wlll recelTe lt b:, return mail
wltbo•t IU\T r~r,rP whai.Ter.

=~
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SHUT YOUR MOUTH!
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Don't Ga Deal

A aimple, perfectly et>fe, pl~aeant home remedy
has been found to relieve catarrh with tendenoy to
h,ad noi••• (buzzing, crackling, roarina:, eto.) and
,Jea/n•••. Amazinc benefits reported. Nature'• true
remedy; medicated herbal vapor-nothing to 1,r,J:.
low or put in your ear. A proof paokait• will be
mailed if you eend only 10 eta., silver or stamp,, to
The Blosser Co., DA-104, Atlal)ta, Ga. PrQvQ for
yourseli this ia i:enulne; you fo11nd It at le.st!

•
Iii

.8~"-''l!!UP!•:r.t~;!'!!~!t:~~t!!
~:1-=~~!'=r.::.:~:.::-·:-..1:1i::\=
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Allnltl•-'•••ltf•lMltnrs.1ec POaTPAI.

YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. R.

I

3
!

n.a1r ...

~c:tb~PIJ9i a

It this should be seen by any woman who11e
loved one is addicted to drink, let her write
to Edward J. Woods, DD-103, Station F,
New York .. N. Y., tor a free book, which 1~
llkely to lead to complete riddance of the
desire for llquor with prolonged healthier.
Ji!e and joy. Many a man bas beeu rescu~
after everybody became disgusted with h1a
frequent la.pses to in~br!ty. Genuine oppor•
tunity to eave a stead:, or periodical drinker.
Thousands of testlmoniala. Pbyslclana rec·
omme.nd tbil book.

'-••rN• _,. ,i.,..,.

ud alamhi.a• paia.

e.Iau.

aest $u11Pl1 Heuae• Have Them. •••klet free. Prtce $2.00

ilREATHE-RITE CO., De•t. It, A1111 ArLor, Mich.

BENJAMIN AIR RIFU:

Beet practico and am 11.ll
game &'Un on the market. .Absolutely aate,
Never loaea aliootins
reliable, accurate.
force. Price $8.75 postpaid 1n U. S. Get 1n1i
l)ln1trllted folder at once. BENJA~ ~
BIFL:S oo., flli N. BroadW&T, St. Lelll•, ~

WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES--

ms

Young Wlld Weat and the Renegade Ranchman; or, Arletta
1n a Trap.

857 Young Wild W111t'11 Geld Dust Drl!t; or, Losinx a Cool :Mil·
lion.
•r1 tt ,
858 Young Wild West and the Overland Outlaws; or, -"e as

Death Charm.

869 Yo1mg Wild West and the Ace of Clubs; or, A Human Pack

867 Youns Wild West Raking In Riches: or, Arietta's Great Pan-

Out.

tor Death; or, A Tough Time at
Tombstone.
869 Youna- Wild West Trailins a Traitor; or, Anetta's Triple
Danger.
870 Young Wild West's Clever Cowboys; or, The Rough Riders
ot the Ranch.
,
871 Yo•ng Wild West and Geronimo; or, Arletta and the Apache
Attack.
872 Young Wild W.est Standing Pat; 1or, Cheyenne Charlie's Call.
1
873 Young Wild West Hemmed In; or. Arletta's Last Shot.
874 Young Wild West on a Twisted Trail; or, Arietta's llunning
Fi&'ht.
875 Young Wild West and the Gila Girl; or, Arletta and the Outlaw Queen.
876 Young Wild West's Raid In the Rockies; or, Grilling 'the
Gulch Gang.
877 Youns Wild West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, Arietta
and the Dead Line.
878 Youna- WUd West and "Sl1ppery Simon"; or, Trailing an
Outlaw B:tnir,
879 Young Wild West Savine the Soldiers; or, Arletta's Great Ride.

868 Young Wild West Marked

of Cardi.
at Deatll Valley; or, Arletta and the CU!f
of Gol.d
861 Yl)ung Wild West and the Bowie Band; or, A Hot Hunt In
the Horse Hllls.
862 :toling Wild West and the Apache Princess: or, Arietta's
Fierce Foe.
863 Young Wild West's Bucking Bronchos; or, The Picnic at
Panther Pall.
864 Yqu:ii.g Wild West's Cowboy Charm; or, Arletta and the Border
Bandltt.
.
8611 Young Wild Wett'1 Lucky Led.e; or, Maklnir a Thousand
Dollars a JIJmlte.
866 Ya.ng Wtl4 West and the Callfol'llta Coinera; or, Arletta at
Bay,
J'or sale ltJ' all newsdealen, or wti.1 be seht te an:, address on receipt o! price, t cents per copy, In money or pastege stamps, by

860 Young Wild West

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisller,

168 West 23d ~t .. New

York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies aad cnnot procure them from newsdealers,. they can be obtained from t1!e pu~lishers direct. .W rite out
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

No. (8. JIOW TO 11[.Ua: AND USE ELE<lNe, ... xow TO B:li<lOKII A P••TOGNe. 71. •ow TO DO TRICKS WITH
TRICITY.-A deccripUon o! the wondertul RAl'HEB..-Containtnc u,et'l:l h1fonnatieJ1.
l,'ll11IBEBS.-Show!ng' man:, curious tricks
uses o! electrlolty and electro magnetism j to- recarding the Camera and how to wert tt;
with 1!.curea &lid the magic o! numbers. By
getber with full lnstrnctlon1 tor JllU:lng also how to make Photogra.plolc Ma.lJ1Q LaaA. AnderseJI., Fully lllustrated.
Btectric ToysJ. Batteries, etc. B:, George tern Slides and other Tran1parencles. BandNo. n. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS
TrelJel, A..M., m.D. Containinl' onr tlft:, U- somely 11lustrated.
<lORBE<lTLY.-CoJ1.taining full instructions
rustration1.
No. 82. JIOW TO BJIICOJOII /1,. Wlll'r
t01: writlnir letterii on almost any sul:)ject;
No. 4'7, BOW TO DltEAJt, :RIDE AND POINT JIIILITA:RY OAl>ET.-lllxJla!u how
al110 rules tor punct11at1on and composition,
DRIVE A HOBSE.-A complota treatise on to gain admittance, cour1, of StllH', l!l:,;aJIL!with 1pecl.meJ1. lettert,
the horse. Describlnc the most useful horses nationst.. Dut1~1 ltatr of Olflctl'l!t Poat Gua.rdi
No. 'I'll. BOW TO ;BE<lOME A CONJURER.
for buslne1s, the beet hones tor the road; Pollce lte&'Ulauons, l'lre Deparuaeat. al14 al
-Containins tricks with Dominoes, Dlco
also valualllo reclpea tor diseases peculiar to a boy should, now te be a cadet. lly L•
Cupa and Ball18~ Hats, et,c.
Embraetnk
the horse.
Senarens,
thirty-six ~ll11stratlons. By A. Anderson.
No. 48. HOW TO B11ILD AND SAIL
No. 63. BOW TO BEOOJIIJII .A. !f.A.TA.L
Ne. 71, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
CANOES.-~ hil4y book tor bo:,s, contain- CADET.-Complete tnetructlons of hew to
THE JIA.ND.-Containin&' rules for telling
Ing full dlrectloil11 for con1tructlnf canoes gain admission to the Annapol11 Naval .A.cadfortunes by the aid of Jines o! the hand, or
and the most poptllar manner o sailing emy, Also coJ1.tainlnl' the ,;eurse ot !nstructho secret of palmistry. Also the secret ol'
tllem. Fully mustrated.
Uon, de1crlptlon of irrounds and buildlnp,
tt:.'linl' future events by aid o! moles, marks,
No. 49., HOW TO DEBA.TE.-GlY!ng rules historical •ketch, and eyeryU1!11.s a boy
scars, etc. Illustrated.
-for conducting debates, outlines !or debates, should know to become an olricer 1D tll.e
No, 77. ~W TO DO FORTY TRICKS
questions !or dlacusst!'nJ and the best United Stat.ea NaTY, By L• SenarellS,
,t WITH CARDS.-Contnlnlng deceptive Card
sources for procurin&' llllormatlon on the
No. 84. BOW TO l ~ ELE<lTlU<l..lL Tricks as per!ormed by leading conjurers
question given.
MAOHINES.-Containln« ful! directions !or
and magicians. Arranged !or home amuseNo. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machlnes, induction coils,
ment. Fully illustrated.
ANIMALS.-A Yaluable book, giving lnstruc- dynamos, and many noYel toys to be worked
Ne, 78. BOW TO DO THE BLACK ART,
uons in collecting, preparing, moµntlng and by electricity, By :a. A, Jt. Bennet. Fully
-Containing a complete description of the
preserving birds, animals and insects.
illustrated,
m:,steries of Maa-ic and Sleight-of-hand, together 'With many wonder!ul experiments.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TBJ:OIS WITH
No. 85. H11LDOON'8 .JOIES.-Tlle lllffl
BJ A. Anderson. Illustrated.
CARDS.-Contain!ng explanations o! the orlgfoal joke book enr publlal!.ed, ud It ls
No. 79• HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
general principles of sleight-of-hand appli- brimful o! wit a.nd huDl.el\ It coJ1.talll1 a
~able to card tricks; ot card tricks with large collection ot soncs, jokN, ~ll1tJ1.4rwaa.
-,Containing complete lnstrnctions how to
ordinary cards, and not re(luiring sleight- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, tlle great wit, :ta•·
make up tor Yartous characters on the stni;e;
of-hand·, o! tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, morist, and pract:lcal joker of the day.
ti;,gether with the duties of the Stag-e Mantjger, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
or the use of specially prepared cards. I l·
No. 66. HOW TO DO Pl1ZZLBB.-Conlfan.
lustrated.
,.
taining over three hundred !Atereatlnc J,t11.zNo, so. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOtc,No. IS~. HOW TO PLAY <lARDS.-Givtng zles and conundnms, with lteJ to aame. A
Containil:ig the latest jokes, anecdotes and
the rules and full directions tor playing complete book, ll'-ally Uluatrated.
!nnny stories of this world-renowned GerEuchre,
Cribbage,
Casino
Fort:,-Five,
No. 8'7, new TO J>O BUOT:a.ICA.L
man comedian. Sixty-tour pages; handsom.,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho1 Draw Poker, Auction TRIOKS.-Contahllng a la?l'O oelleet1011 of
colored cover, containing a hal!-tone photo
Pitch, All Fonrs, anu many ether popular Instructive and llisllly &JJlUl•I' electrical
of the author.
&'ames of cards.
tricks, together 'll'itll. Ul11ttratieH. By A.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-ContalnNo. 53. HOW TO WBITE LETTEBS.-A .Anderson.
Ing the most approved method of mesmerwouderful little book, te111ng you how to
No. IIS.
ROW TO DO O:a:cMI<lA..L Jsm; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healwrite to your sweetheart, your :!atber, moth- TRJOKS.-Contalnl~I' onr ono hundred
Ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A,C.S., auer, sister, orother, employer; and, in · fact, highly amusing ud tnirtruct!Ye trick• with
tbor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
everybody and anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A.. A..D.4erl!lon. Ha.ndsom.ely
No. 82. ROW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Conto.
illustrated. ·
taintnir the most approved methods o! readNo. 5t. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
No. 119• HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF•
Ing the lines on the hand, together with a
PETS,-Glving complete Information as to HAND.-Containl.Jl.c over atty of the latest
full explanation o! their meaning. Also exthe manner and method of raising, keeping, 1 and best tricks •sed 11.y magicla.ns. Aleo
plaining phrenology, and the key of te111ng
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds containing the seeret of second ilcht. F•llY
characters b:, the bumps on the bead. By
of pets; also giving full lnstl'Uctlons !or 11lustrated.
Leo Hugo Koch, .A..C.S. Fully illustrated.
making cages, etc.
Fully explained by
No. 83. HOW TO BYPNOTIZE.-Contalutwenty-eight illustrations.
No. '70. HOW TO MAJtE MA.GI<l TOYS.Ing valuable and Instructive ln!ormation re- _
No. 55. llOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full cllrectlons for making lit:aglc
gai:dlnl' the science of hypnotism. Also e:xAND COI)ll'S.-Containing nluable in!Orma- Toys and dences of many klnd1. Fully 11·
plaining the most approved methods which
tlon regarding tb'e collecting and arrangln.g lustrated.
are employed b'l the leading hypnotists o!
of stamps and coins. Handsomely IllusNo. '71. BOW TO DO ME<lHANI<lAL
the world. By eo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
trated.
TRICKS.-Containing complete 1!1nstratlon11
No. 84. HOW TO BECOUE AN AUTHOR.
No, 56. HOW TO BECOllm AN EN- for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
-Containing information reg-arding choice
GINEEB.-Contalning run instructions how Fully illustrated.
of subjects, the use of words and the man·
to become a locomotive engineer; also direcNo. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TJU<lKS
ner o! preparing and suhmitting manutions !or building a model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Embracing all of the latest
scripts. Also containing valuahle in!orma·
getber with a full description of everything and most deceptive card tricks, with mustion as to the neatness, letlhility and gen•
an engineer should know.
trat!ons.
eral composition o! manuscripts.
For Bille by all newsdealers, or w111 be sent to any address on receipt of price, tee. per copy, or 3 for 215c., in money or postage trt.amps, bJ'
FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.
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